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Front Cover – Stanley Spencer Workmen in the House 1935 
 

 
 

He titled the exterior scene The Builders and the interior Workmen in the House. 
But the two are so different in mood that one can only conclude that they reflect 
the two halves of his emotional dilemma. The Builders is an amalgam of joyous 
images, of Fairchild's men of his boyhood lifting hods of bricks in the building 
of a house amid the springtime nesting of birds in the garden trees. Everything is 
redolent of home, cosiness, security. But Workmen in the House is composed of 
very different Stanley-images. His writings offer a factual description of the 
painting but make no reference to what must be the emotional source of the im-
agery, an incident he angrily describes in letters to intimates when smoke began 
to filter from the skirting board of the kitchen of his newly built cottage at 
Burghclere, Chapel View. He called the builders promptly but they refused to 
accept his diagnosis - that the kitchen range had been incorrectly installed. Col-
ours are dark, claustrophobic. Space is filled, overwhelmed, threatened by the 
maleness of the two workmen. Stanley is not 'home' in the painting, he is merely 
at home, the ignored incompetent in a situation of supposed artisan effective-
ness! Elsie sits putting on her gaiters. Unity plays with a clothes-peg and a gai-
ter. There is what Stanley called a 'wedge' motif in the painting, a forcing apart. 
If the workmen will, like the world at large, accept his precepts, they will be as 
amazed as were the workmen in the real-life incident when they had broken out 
the range and discovered that he was not only right but that had he not called 
them the cottage could have burned down. 
Imputations that he was 'dreamy, impractical and incompetent' invariably 
touched a raw nerve in Stanley. So did assertions that he was an 'innocent'. The 
art critic D. S. MacColl, Keeper of the Wallace Collection, described Stanley at 
the time as 'queer, almost a village simpleton, but waywardly inspired', a patron-
izing comment which Stanley tolerated in silence because MacColl meant it in 
praise of his painting at a time when he needed artistic support. 
 
Stanley Spencer by Kenneth Pople p315  
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EDITORIAL 
 

SMALL BOOKQUAKE IN UK : NOT MANY DEAD 

The Oik now has a website at www.crazyoik.co.uk. So what? - those 
of us who prefer the book (and I am one of them) might say. Yet it 
seems a necessary addition these days and the symbiotic benefits are 
obvious. This quote from the website intro guesses how the computer 
is changing the literary landscape: 

Do we need yet another literary magazine? They say the best 
reason for writing is that no one is writing the stuff you want 
to read. Well, maybe they are – but you’re just not getting to 
see it. Publishers grow ever larger but stay blinkered by 
blockbusters. Creative writing courses proliferate to squash 
talent into a commercial straitjacket.  But there are cracks in 
the monolith. The internet and publishing-on-demand have 
changed the landscape since TS Eliot, editing The Criterion, 
had to shake his begging bowl under some rich cow’s nose. 
Now you can put up a website for fifty quid and run a maga-
zine with a subscribers’ list of one without filling the back 
bedroom with hundreds of unsold issues. Nobody’s going to 
go broke running a magazine these days and a potential read-
ership of 1.5 billion awaits.  

Unfortunately oikitude is a defining characteristic of our typi-
cal contributor. Crazy rich gits, like say Beckford, Firbank, or 
even Proust have the cash and the contacts to ensure they get 
into print. The Crazy Oik will change all that and give voice 
to the neglected and the uncommercial. Dig out that stuff you 
buried in a shoe box years ago. Even better – start writing 
again. We welcome material your old English teacher might 
hold at arm’s length saying “Ooo no! This won’t do!” We 
look for a spark of wit or weirdness. Are you a crazy oik or 
not? See the OED definition on p97 if you want a job descrip-
tion. 

We might add to this bookquake the disappearance of Borders which 
sank last month taking 180 pounds’ worth of Bob Wild’s Dogs of 
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War. Well good riddance to the greedy sods – Bob’s 50P cut on a 
£10 book was a disgrace. But Waterstone’s and Amazon are just as 
rapacious. Writers should get together to cut out these parasites, like 
the Beatles did with Apple. Book production technology has changed 
utterly (see above). How does Crazy Oik Publications sound? 

But money isn’t everything. Ron Horsefield announces some recog-
nition by the Sarkozy govt. Specifically the mayor of Fecamp invites 
Ron to an initiation ceremony following his recent visit to the town 
(see back cover). On a day when the distillery will be closed Ron 
will have to dress in a frock and eat a boiled pig’s ear in the town 
square. “Are you sure this is fame at last Ron?” I say, “the scroll 
quite clearly indicates that you will become a member of the Legion 
d’Horreur”.  

We welcome Kevin Bludger to our ranks and wonder if some kind of 
lexicon would be helpful. On second thoughts we think “cracking a 
fat, strangling a darkie, beef bugle, turd burglars and the furry 
hoop” are better left in the decent obscurity of the colonial demotic. 

Jaruzelski adds the second panel to his diptych celebrating oik comic 
heroes (see also Biggles Pulls it Off in Oik 2). Odd that his usual 
prose style, a fractured sub-Conradian pidgin should become fluently 
mimetic in these bizarre pastiches. But, of course, his daughter’s flat 
in Greek street had little else in the way of reading matter. 

Bette Braka self-deprecatingly refers to her stuff as “doggerel” well 
maybe it is – but funny with it. 

Finally we draw attention to two harrowing accounts of young oiki-
tude in Ray Blyde’s description of his father’s death and Tom Kil-
course’s tough childhood after the death on his grandmother. You 
can’t be larfin all the time can you? Especially at Christmas when we 
mourn the death of our Lord Jesus. Er…I have just checked on 
Google and find that Christmas actually celebrates the birth of our 
Lord Jesus. Well, who’d have thought it? The internet eh!? Just like I 
was saying - invaluable innit?! 

Ken Clay 
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ADVENT 
David Birtwistle 

 
For the past few weeks William had become increasingly screwed up 
about the coming season of peace and joy on earth and goodwill to-
wards all men. This feeling took the form of a powerful, corrosive 
bile which grew slowly, until it overcame his whole being and com-
pletely by-passed his normally admirable common sense. He felt a 
kind of deep-seated loathing for everything everyone did at this time 
of the year and he projected his feelings outward onto anybody he 
met. 
He didn't have a problem with the Christian celebration itself. Al-
though he professed himself no longer a believer, it was the complete 
lack of any reference to the whole point of the original Christmas, 
the birth of Jesus, which helped propel him along a rising tide of bit-
terness which hit its crescendo in the form of a red-faced, vein-
bulging, apoplectic fit of fury on the day itself. 
He actually agreed with a Bishop he had heard on the radio over his 
toast that morning. Christmas had become nothing more than a feed-
ing and shopping frenzy. But he had seen this at work all year, ever 
since the new shopping centre, the temple of consumerism incarnate 
had opened on the outskirts of the city last February. What really 
narked him were the individual reactions of people he knew who 
suddenly changed their whole outlook on life and became entirely 
obsessed with the trivia and the petty logistics of preparing for the 
festive spirit. It reached the point where they didn't speak to him 
about anything else. 
William yearned for a return to a more natural state, close to the 
earth, celebrating the deep mid-winter and the turn of the solstice and 
the fading and then the growing of the light. But William's idea had 
few takers. His wife knew her husband only too well. Two days be-
fore he was due to hit the roof, she packed her bags, kissed him 
patronisingly on his bald patch and took the kids and the presents to 
her mother's in the midlands somewhere. 
"We'll let grumpy, old daddy stew in his own juice for a few days," 
she said. "And mind you've a civil tongue in your head when we 
come back! And don't forget to feed the dog. And freeze some of 
those sprouts!" She added these last instructions as she started up the 
car, crammed with boxes and bedding and food and peeking faces 
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pressed against the plexi-glass. Sprouts were the only veg he hated. 
He only grew them for her, and here she was going away! 
William calmed himself down and breathed deeply. He counted up to 
twenty, slowly. By seventeen the fury was back with a vengeance.  
"Plan of action," he said aloud, sitting himself down with a blank 
sheet of paper. "One: walk the dog. Two: check the allotment. Three: 
shopping. Four: phone Frank, brackets, check if it's still on." Imme-
diately the thought of Frank's fat friend Phil entered his head like a 
Halloween face suddenly thrust into an empty window pane. 
"God Almighty!" he thought to himself. 
"Jesus Christ!" he said aloud. "How many times will that fat fuck 
mention Christmas, and Christmas presents, and Christmas food and 
drink, and who's coming to his God-awful Christmas dinner which 
his appalling wife is cooking yet again in her totally crap, inept, use-
less way so that even the flaming boiled sprouts are burnt." 
Christmas was finally round the corner and the one day of the year 
he tried so hard to avoid was almost upon him. The thing he hated 
now was himself, that after all the effort to avoid it he would have to 
give in to the fact that the day itself had actually arrived. It was all 
over the TV, on the radio non-stop, in every window up the street 
and to cap it all, the flaming pubs were shut! He couldn't even go out 
and join those few others who, like him, hated the whole Shebang 
and wanted only to get out of the house and the claustrophobia, 
commune with nature and then sit and have a quiet pint. "God," he 
thought. "I'd stay in three hundred and sixty four days a year just to 
go out on Christmas night and behave like a normal human being. Is 
that too much to ask?" 
There was a knock on the front door. William calmed himself as best 
he could and walked down the hall and opened it. It was the man 
with the Royal Mail van. He offered William four cards and a parcel.  
"All the best, mate," he said cheerily.  
"I don't really go in for Christmas myself," said William in a surpris-
ingly gentle voice, putting forward his view with decidedly unchar-
acteristic euphemism.  
"Miserable bleeder!" said the postman as he walked away.  
"Bollocks to you, as well," said William. "It’s Jesus' birthday, not a 
bleedin' spending spree! You know that? It's about the holly and the 
ivy and the longest night of the year!" The postman smiled broadly, 
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put the van into gear and set off. "Why don't you show kindness and 
festive spirit during the rest of the year you ugly, fat........" But the 
postman was gone. 
"Never heard of Charity?" screamed William down the empty street 
and slammed the door. He put his cards unopened and the parcel ad-
dressed to his wife on the table in the hall and returned to the front 
room. 
"Charity begins at home," said a still, calm voice somewhere inside 
his head. "Too bleedin' true," thought William. "I'll start by doing 
myself a few favours. That's what I'll do. Let's get the last of the 
shopping done before all those cretins start cramming out the shops 
and I'm tripping over trolleys and those screaming kids drive me 
stark, raving mad!" 
William picked up his list and checked that he had enough money in 
his pockets. “Pickled walnuts, Christmas pudding, tissues, a quarter 
of ham, better make that six ounces, and a big tin of baked beans." 
He paused and thought, "At a time like this you realise just how use-
ful a tin of beans really is." 
The walk up the suburban street was a quiet one. He passed two peo-
ple on the way, weighed down with shopping bags, locked into their 
own private worlds, into that siege-mentality where you buy enough 
for three weeks for a four day break. No-one spoke to him so, turning 
the corner into the main road came as a shock to him. Car horns 
honked. People packed the pavements. Panic buying was in full 
swing. The fish and game shop had a queue right round the comer. 
The cheese and bacon shop had its own queue in the opposite direc-
tion, all huddled against the wall to allow the crowds to surge past. 
He checked the sign on the first window he came to. "Closed Dec. 
25, 26, 27 and 28. Open again 29th December." 
The idea of going into one of those major supermarkets offered the 
prospect of a nightmare whose impact would rack his mind for 
weeks. William crossed the road at the lights and headed for the 
small, local Spar. There was a Salvation Army silver band quartet 
outside playing Once in Royal David's City and a woman in a bonnet 
rattling a tin. If looks could kill she would have been bonnet-up on 
the pavement with the collection tin rolling down the street. He 
caught his own gargoyle-grimace reflected in the window beside a 
notice sprinkled with glitter saying "We wish all our customers a 
merry Christmas and a Happy New Year." 
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William fought his way into the shop and grabbed a metal basket. If 
it had had a scruff of the neck, that's where he would have grabbed it. 
Twenty minutes later he was out again on the street. This time there 
was a chorus of shouting voices. 
"Big Issue. Buy your Big Issue!" 
"Help the aged! Would you care to help the aged?” 
"Raffle tickets. Children in need. Only a pound a book. Thank you 
now, please!" 
"Oxfam. Oxfam. Give all you can. Oxfam" 
The musicians were now playing Good King Wenceslas looked out. 
The lady with the bonnet took one look at him, turned round and 
thrust her tin into the face of a startled child. William only just man-
aged to avoid tripping over a beggar who was huddled against the 
wall, feet out and staring upwards with a wide-eyed look of practised 
melancholy. 
"Have you no home to go to?" roared William, incredulously. 
"No," said the beggar. 
"Holy Mary mother of Jesus! God help us all." 
William placed his purchases on the kitchen table and picking up the 
leather thong and chain, he roared "Come here, Mutt!" The dog obe-
diently trotted up to him wagging its tail. As he left, the door-slam 
shook the whole street. William walked the dog through the small 
park, down the steps and across the field to the river. From time to 
time, the dog would stop and sniff at a clump of grass or a broken 
twig. William would look round and occasionally wave at a distant 
figure also exercising a dog. It was a habit born of daily routine. The 
ground was crisp and solid underfoot and as he neared the river the 
low winter sun threw a dark shadow from the high embankment. He 
usually walked round the gradual bend and down as far as the bridge 
on the right and the beginnings of the allotments to his left. This al-
ways had the happy effect of emptying his mind, freeing it from the 
mental traffic of his obsessions and rooting him in nature and growth 
and the natural cycle of things. At least, briefly. 
For the last part of the walk down to the high fence which kept in-
truders out of the vegetable plots, he would let the dog off the leash. 
As he rounded the last part of the bend and unclipped the dog, some-
thing disturbing caught his eye. Instead of the green and the misty 
grey and the browns of the earth and the boughs of the trees some-
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thing was twinkling red and yellow and fluorescent blue. "Jesus 
Christ, almighty!" he said aloud, and even the dog stopped. Down by 
the fence were a cluster of blackthorn trees where he collected his 
sloes in October. Next to them was a single Norwegian spruce 
.Someone had carefully intertwined its branches with fairy lights. 
They must have run a short cable from the hut at the other side of the 
fence, the hut where you bought your seeds at discount in the spring. 
William was dumbfounded, speechless. For him this was the last 
straw. Weirdly the idea seemed to just form, whole, in his mind as he 
stared at this last outpost of calm and sanity, now defiled with flick-
ering baubles. Everything he had endured suddenly flooded before 
his eyes, then something snapped and everything became utterly 
clear. He knew exactly what he must do. 
The dog asleep beside the fire, the knife and fork and plate on which 
he'd eaten his beans and toast washed and racked, William went 
down to the cellar. Using very simple ingredients, agricultural fertil-
iser, one or two other household chemicals, an aluminium flask and a 
larger tin in which he'd stored his chisels, William created a home-
made bomb. It was, in effect, two bombs in one. If the outer one did-
n't go off, the inner one would do the trick. 
That night, with his dog by his side as the perfect excuse to go for a 
walk, William returned to the tree. He would make his statement on 
what Christmas had come to represent in very bold terms. If this 
meant blowing up the shed as well, then so be it. After all, it was that 
bastard who had rigged up the lights! 
William settled the bomb at the base of the tree and by the flickers of 
the fairy lights his fingers fiddled and twisted inside the can. Then he 
replaced the lid, grabbed the dog and raced back across the field. 
Minutes later, as he recovered his breath he looked back and heard a 
dull thwuump. The first canister blew out the second at an angle of 
45 degrees away from the tree, over the grass and embedded itself in 
the river embankment. Above the bomb was a small sluice gate, stra-
tegically placed to relieve pressure when the river was in flood. The 
second, dull boouff simply blew the smaller canister upward and into 
the iron lever that controlled the sluice release. Time simply stood 
still. He remembered the water coming up to the dog's knees. Then 
he'd had to pick it up and wade with it towards the steps. The lights 
went out on the tree as the dark waters of the river crept into the hut 
and began to sweep across the allotments. 
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Just after midnight his wife rang. 
"We'll be back tomorrow. Are you in a fit enough state to be seen?" 
"Yes Dear." 
"Dog exercised and fed?" 
"Yes Dear." 
"Have you frozen the sprouts?" 
"Ah. I'm afraid the allotments been flooded. The sprouts are under 
water, dear" 
"Flooded? Flooded? There hasn't been any rain." 
"Freak conditions. Merry Christmas, dear," he said and put the tele-
phone down. 
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OIKU   Books Do Furnish a Room (Ron Horsefield) 

Books can be boring and a wall full of the fuckers could do your 
head in. Frog King Francois 1 had a great idea for brightening up the 
library at his chateau at Fontainebleau – an elephant. Can you get 
these at John Lewis? My own humble dwelling could not, of course, 
accommodate such a treasure but surely a similar decorative trope is 
not entirely beyond my more modest means. In line with my own oik 
origins and much smaller library I think, mutatis mutandis, a shit-
house rat hanging down from the ceiling would be just the ticket in 
my gaff. 
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MARMOREAL HORNBAGS OF FRANCE No 1 
Ron Horsefield 

 
We were in Troyes, Enid and I, strolling back from the cathedral St 
Pierre et St Paul. I generally admire the gothic but so many of these 
monuments, with their cold, gloomy birdshit-spattered interiors in-
habited by soutane-shrouded paedophiles, are not exactly welcom-
ing. I asked Enid, to whom I defer in matters architectural, if there 
were any more glamorous ecclesiastical buildings, say, with a touch 
of Art Deco. I imagined that black lunatic, the Emperor Bokassa of 
the Central African Republic, the geezer who kept his enemies’ body 
parts in the fridge in case he felt like a snack, had built such a temple 
in the capital Bangui. Enid told me he did plan one bigger than St 
Peter’s but the existing cathedral was in fact a quite non-descript 
edifice resembling a red brick shithouse. Bo’s palace, 80 kilometers 
out of town, did have Art Deco features, pink beds, gold plated baths 
etc but was now a rat infested ruin. The best example of gothic chic 
she could think of was the cathedral of St Eustache in Paris, which 
she pronounced ‘a decadent melange of renaissance tat.’  
“Or,” she added, “the Gaumont at Catford. That was an art deco tem-
ple we used to worship at Ron”.  
“Yis gel!” I replied “Wot times we’ve ad there on them back row 
seats, the doubles without an armrest in the middle!”  
“Indeed Ron” she added frostily “I can’t, even now, watch Citizen 
Kane without discordant memories of your fervid gropings”  
 
Then suddenly, as we rounded a corner in the gardens of the Prefec-
ture, I saw it. Swiftly covering Enid’s eyes I ejaculated: 
“Cor luvva duck! Avert your gaze Enid! We must take another 
path!”  
“Wot the fuck Ron!?” she yelled, snatching my hand away – and 
then she saw it too. Against the dark green hedge, in the blazing sun, 
reared up (in a manner of speaking) the huge marble arse of Le rapt 
du boucher by Auguste Sucheter.  
“Jeezus Christ almighty!” I railed, quickly slipping into feminist 
mode, a survival tactic I use sometimes to head off Enid’s tirades: 
“Such a disgusting presentation of women’s bodies as pleasure ob-
ject is a typically Belle Époque trope which can only revolt the mod-
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ern viewer”. We hurried back to our hotel – Enid angry and flushed.  
After she’d settled down with some mad rant by that egregious Greer 
woman I said, as casually as possible: 
“Just nippin out for some Gauloises luv – might have a snifter in that 
bar on the way back” She glowered over her book:  
“Don’t be late. We’re booked into that posh place off the square”.  
“No dear” I furtively scooped up my camera under a Figaro and 
headed back to the Prefecture gardens. The arse was drawing me 
back as the moon tugs at the sea.  As I approached I noticed, in the 
background on a bench, a corpulent old bloke. His battered face was 
half hidden under a broad brimmed leather hat. He wore khaki 
shorts, sandals and a filthy tee shirt marked BONDI.  
“G’day sport! Quite a backside innit?” He’d obviously sussed I was 
English in spite of my best efforts to look like a Frog intellectual. I 
suppose my M&S shirt, still pleated out of the box, chinos and deck 
shoes are hardly the attire of a professor on his way to the faculty.  
“Yes” I replied “She does have a certain je ne sais quoi” and then I 
noticed, poking out of his pocket, the familiar blue cover of The 
Crazy Oik 2. “The Oik!” I stammered “Where did you get that?”  
“The library at Time Magazine. I only bother with the Oik and the 
Burlington these days. How do you know the Oik?”  
“I write for it” I blurted “I’m the French cultural commentator Ron 
Horsefield”  
“Well bugger me!” he croaked “What a stroke of luck! I admired 
your report on the palace at Fontainbleau – and your comments on 
Jap films were spot on. I have, however, not yet tracked down the 
poet Steve Marmalade.”  
“And you are?”  
“I’m the Oz art critic Robert Hughes.” Bob, as I quickly came to call 
him, then launched on a monologue about the statue which I shall 
attempt to reproduce. 

“This sculptor is quite obscure Ron. If you Google ‘Auguste 
Sucheter’ you’ll get only one hit – and there aren’t many things you 
can say that about. It’s called le rapt du boucher which English 
monoglots might guess is “a package from the butchers” but it’s not 
a load of tripe - rapt means abduction, not rape, and boucher can 
mean brute, oik, yob as well as butcher. It was put up in 1903. What 
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a period Ron! La Belle Epoque! And what floosies they carved and 
painted! I think you could do a series for the Oik entitled Marmoreal 
Hornbags of France. The place is full of ‘em. And they look so natu-
ral and real. Imagine you’re in some provincial patisserie when in 
rushes a young housewife who, absentmindedly in her haste, has 
forgotten to put clothes on. She bends over the counter to select a 
tarte au pomme. That’s what you’d see.” He waved at the statue. 
“Astonishingly realistic. Not that monumental old Greek shite – girls 
with no heads or arms – although that’d have its advantages – they 
couldn’t push you off and there’d be no endless rabbit afterwards. 
Women’s bodies don’t change of course but look at how representa-
tions change. Think of the transitions from Cranach, to Rubens, to 
Boucher, to Ingres to Manet. Hegel says in his Aesthetics that horn-
bags are as distinctive a product of the zeitgeist as any other cultural 
artefact – crinolines, cutlery, cravats. The rapt du boucher stood here 
till 1941 when the Germans pinched it and melted it down. I mean, 
what sacrilege! Who’d prefer a U boat bulkhead or a field gun wheel 
bearing to that? That’s what the guide books say but I think Goering 
had it shipped back to his Schwarzwald hunting lodge. Then after the 
war they copied it in marble and put it back. The only critique I’ve 
come across is in a little reported lecture by Sir Kenneth Clark on the 
female nude given at the Moonee Ponds Fine Art College in 1953. I 
translated it into Australian and it appeared in the Sydney Herald in 
1982.” Bob handed over a crumpled Xerox from which I print an 
extract below. “And before you go Ron – take a picture of me next to 
the arse. It’ll look good in the Oik don’t you think?”  

His translation of Lord Clark’s lecture ends as follows: 

“Sucheter must have known some grade one bonzer hornbags if this 
little sheila is anything to go by. What a fundament! I can only pro-
nounce it most agreeable. It doesn’t have the exaggeratedly stea-
topygous form of your chocolate coloured cutie but it does, in its 
well-proportioned white marble perfection give one, to use a phrase 
reminiscent of the late Bernard Berenson, the horn. Yes, I defy any 
viewer who is not an unreconstructed turd-burglar to look at this and 
not feel Perce coming out of his overcoat.” 
 
Inspired by this chance meeting I returned to the hotel.  
“You’ve been a long time” said Enid, absorbed now in some Yank 
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lesbian nonsense. “Meet anyone out there? Not bin back to that 
statue have you?” The questions seemed freighted with menace.  
“No dear. Just ran into some fat Aussie git who wondered where he 
could get an ice cold VB”  
In the restaurant, since the conversation seemed to be circulating 
dangerously round hornbag representations I abandoned my feeble 
and somewhat hypocritical defensive strategies and went on the at-
tack.  
“You’ve no room to talk about me and the statue. I remember sitting 
at a café on the Champs Elysees where you couldn’t take your eyes 
of Rude’s statue of the Marseillaise on the Arc de Triomphe – that 
soldier with his todger on display. In fact you borrowed my binocu-
lars and remained glued to them for a good ten minutes. And another 
thing – you advert to my disgusting gropings during Citizen Kane 
yet, as I remember, you became quite unnaturally enflamed when we 
went to see South Pacific”  
“Well” she bridled “It was Rossano Brazzi wasn’t it”  
“It may have been on the screen” I snarled “but it was me who lost 
two flyhole buttons and had to walk home with my mac draped over 
my groin” Reddening with a mixture of rage and embarrassment she 
spat: “I liked that Sydney Poitier too!” and inserted into her mouth as 
much as she could of a massive, tubular boudon noir. The inner por-
tion pushed her cheek out while the remainder jutted from her 
clamped lips. 
 “Anyroad Enid” I went on pressing home my advantage “I resent 
your quite unfounded suspicions that I have any interest in that ob-
scene statue. I remain, as you are well aware, a committed supporter 
of all things to do with Women’s Lib. Furthermore I suggest you 
disgorge that obscene black pudding which looks like something out 
of Bokassa’s fridge. I don’t know what silly point you’re trying to 
make. Slice it up on your plate like a lady – this is, I would remind 
you, a one star Michelin establishment.” Just then who should come 
in but Robert Hughes, smartly dressed by now with a tux and bow 
tie, accompanied by a delegation from the Musée d’Art Moderne. As 
he passed our table he leaned over, slapped my back and said loudly: 
“Hey Ron! That arse!” 
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THE PROBLEM OF AUTHENTICITY 
Rosemary Evans 

 

The trouble with authenticity is that you may not want to be authen-
tically the boring arse you really are and would rather be more inter-
esting; except that then, of course, you wouldn’t be the authentic 
you, you’d be an ‘interesting person’; so I’m sure you can see the 
difficulty. In Existentialism the word is used to describe the way of 
living of one who understands that the world is meaningless yet de-
liberately follows a consistent course of action. So if you deliberately 
do that then maybe you can work on producing a fully realized ‘You’ 
who is a notch up on the boring arse version. There’s no shortage of 
advice on the subject 

‘To compose our character is our duty …. Our great and glo-
rious masterpiece is to live appropriately’ ….. Montaigne. 

Montaigne! What did he know?  He lived nearly 500 years ago, in a 
bloody tower, miles away from anywhere. His first language was 
Latin and he used to write on the ceiling with a poker. A poker! 
What’s wrong with a felt tip like normal kids? I bet his mum went 
mental; she’d be standing at the dolly tub admiring her white sheets 
flapping on the line when the first puffs of dirty black smoke came 
out of the tower chimney sending bits of wood ash all over the wash-
ing. Then she had to leg it up all those stairs to the top room in the 
tower where Michel’s just getting a good glow on the poker. I bet 
she really rattled his backside when she got hold of him.  He couldn’t 
care less though and when he grew up he said he thought women 
were poorly suited to intellectual pursuits. What’s that about?  At 
least they know what to do with a poker.  

He set a trend though, didn’t he?  ‘Compose’ – to create, to form by 
putting together, to dispose artistically (Chambers).  These days you 
can do something with that.  A mediaeval peasant would have been 
too busy sowing turnips and killing pigs to dispose anything artisti-
cally so he would have thought Montaigne was a bit of a tit but we 
know better now because we’re used to self improvement and we 
have mentors and role models. 

We always had heroes of course; Julius Caesar, Christopher Colum-
bus, Lawrence of Arabia, Shakespeare, Florence Nightingale, Francis  
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Drake.  I liked Drake best. Just imagine  - hundreds of Spanish ships 
are sailing up the channel rattling their castanets;  Drake’s not both-
ered cos he’s having a nice game of bowls and then some  jobsworth 
from Her Majesty comes panting up telling him it’s all kickin’ off 
and he’s got to get his arse on a boat RIGHT NOW.  Drake wasn’t 
having any of that cos it’s just like being at work so he just stood 
there, stroking his beard and staring hard at the little git  (just to the 
side of the ear’ole works best: it unnerves ’em) and then he   said 
‘There is plenty of time. I am quite relaxed. I have just played a 
lovely wood and also…... I AM SMOKING A FAG !!!!!!’        

A survey of kids, done quite recently, listed ‘a family member’ as 
being top of the list of inspirational characters in their lives; second 
was Richard Branson and third was Jesus. (Was this a survey of 
Tony Blair’s kids?)  You may think that admiring Branson is typical 
of today’s money-grubbing little toe-rags but Samuel Smiles of ‘Self 
Help’ fame was also a big fan of entrepreneurs like Wedgwood and 
Stephenson. It does lack a certain fun element though; all that hard 
work. I thought Brunel looked quite cool; leaning on big lumps of 
metal with the hat & the cigar; nice.  

Have you noticed a pattern forming here? They’re all dead. Maybe 
that’s one of the properties of being a hero. There’s well known ‘roll’ 
model and businesswoman Katie Price; she’s not dead but is made 
up of so many fake parts that she’s technically not a human either. 
I’m not being sexist here and could say something similar about 
Stephen Hawking but that would be both politically incorrect and 
cruel and there’s no room for stuff like that in the Oik.   

Also, a lot of modern heroes seem to be of the unreal persuasion; 
Superman, Batman, Judge Dredd, Bart Simpson. They are not dead 
because they were never alive. They are not sentient beings, they are 
drawings. Now take a deep breath and pick up the threads of your 
life. 

Back to Montaigne I think :-  

‘Virtue shuns ease as a companion; it demands a rough and 
thorny path.’ 

I’ll pass on that one thanks Michel.  

‘The ceaseless labour of your life is to build the house of death’ 
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Eeugh!  

‘Living is my job and my art’.  

That’s more like it.  

Picture the scene; it’s a bright cold day in Ancoats and it’s about half 
past five.  You are twenty- one with no qualifications except an NVQ 
in arsing about, so you are still in your pyjamas when your Dad re-
turns from work and calls you into the inner sanctum. 

‘Now my boy’ he says, removing his muffler, flat cap and hobnailed 
boots and groping for his Park Drive, ‘have you had any thoughts 
concerning your future career?’     

‘Well Pater’ you reply propping yourself languidly against the wall 
next to the tin bath ‘I don’t really see myself as a lackey of the capi-
talist system.  LIVING is my job and my art doncha know?’ 

Is he going to pat you on the back and offer you a cigar and a 
brandy? 

Montaigne has a piece of advice suitable for just such an occasion. 

‘Il faut être toujours botte et prêt a partir.’ 

One should always have one’s boots on and be ready to leave. 
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POISONING FOR BEGINNERS 
John Royson 

 
My wife, like many other women who have been married long 
enough to become bitter and disenchanted, is turning into one of 
those carping hausfrau who make it their life ambition to peck away 
a man's soul. I have always treated Mrs. Slater with the utmost re-
spect, but she seems determined to nag me into an early grave and 
has even stooped to the level of making vicious little culinary attacks 
in her efforts to undermine my self-possession. Tea is rarely on the 
table when I walk through the door these days, I'm sure she's been 
surreptitiously reducing the amount of food I get by keeping the best 
bits of chicken or pork chop for herself, and if I so much as mention 
it she complains that I'm greedy, snappy, and bad tempered. On other 
occasions the moan is that I'm becoming complacent and don't do 
enough to entertain her. I was resting my eyes the other evening after 
tea when she woke me to complain that I never take her out any-
where. I think she even called me a "rotten swine". 
"What do you mean" I asked calmly. "We went out a couple of 
weeks ago." 
"To the local pictures! Some night out. And it was me that paid." 
"Is that all you want me for - my money?" 
"I'd just like you to take some notice of me, that's all" she said, obvi-
ously becoming quite hysterical. "To treat me like a woman you re-
spect." 
"And to do that I've got to go to the trouble of getting washed, 
changed, and all toffed up, then go charging off out to spend a for-
tune on wining and dining you just to prove that we're still happily 
married? You must be mad woman! You must be going round the 
twist!" 
"All those things won't seem too much trouble to you on Friday 
night, will they, when you're off on your boys’ night out.'' 
"So now you want to chain me down!'' I said, seeing through her 
ploy. "You want to rob me of my tiny scraps of liberty and deny me 
the one consolation I have in a grim and desolate bloody existence!" 
"Stop shouting" she said. "I didn't say anything of the sort." 
"But it was implicit in your tone, and in the words themselves. And 
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it's bloody explicit in all your nasty comments and your very unsub-
tle little digs. You resent the things that I do. You want to be domi-
neering and giving me orders all the time. You've been trying to get 
on my back ever since we first got married. But I'm not having any! 
I'm not having any!" 
"Keep quiet - the neighbours don't want to know all about our busi-
ness" she said, and then trying to change the subject went on, "I’m 
just asking for a little consideration, that's all Instead of falling asleep 
in the chair like you've been doing every night I'd appreciate it if you 
might talk to me sometime or give some indication that you know I 
exist, even if it's not being taken out. And if I'm still performing all 
the wifely, functions - cooking your meals, and washing flaming tea-
stains out of your vest and underpants - the least you might do is be-
have like a husband, not a bored lodger. I don't know what's happen-
ing to you." 
"I'm loosing my marbles - along with my vanished youth. Christ 
woman, anybody would think you were still an adolescent to hear 
you talk. When you get to our age there are more important things in 
life than - " 
"At our age?"  she interrupted me rudely, "You're barely thirty!" 
"There are more important things - " I continued. 
"Like getting into fights and coming in blind drunk every time you 
go near a pub? Are those the more important things, the more mature 
and serious things you were going to mention." 
“It's pointless discussing the matter with you any further" I said, real-
ising she was just trying to drag me into a morass of bitter recrimina-
tions disguised in the form of a long exhausting argument. I retreated 
to the local and remained there till a couple of Special Branch men 
came in for their free pint just after midnight and dropped their hint 
that it was time to put the towels up. 
The domestic incident to which she was referring happened as a re-
sult of some blundering fool deliberately wrecking my plan, which 
after weeks of careful preparation was all ready to be put into effect. 
I'd checked and double checked the details, made sure there was no 
way of being found out, that two extra cups would easily be lost 
amongst all the others, and even had a dummy run, watching the se-
quence of events unknown to everyone chortling to think how easy it 
would be. The two swine exterminated Tweedledum and Tweedledee 
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struck dead in Hydrocarbons Office. Slaughter on Fifth Floor West. 
The Goering and Himmler of Solvents Recovery get their just deserts 
and decades of agony are avenged by the brave action of an ordinary 
working man. 
The tea trolley is wheeled into our office every morning between ten 
thirty-five and ten fifty, and the standard procedure is that we all fall 
over ourselves in a squalid rush to be first with our mugs under the 
spout. The tea is hotter, you get a longer break, and if you can guzzle 
it back quick enough there's a chance for seconds. But the two gaule-
iters are far too aloof and important to be involved in this undignified 
scramble for sustenance. They have their little blue and white ringed 
pots taken up to the trolley by Marion the office girl and returned 
personally by Elsie the tea lady. And it was the commonplace mass-
produced lack of taste in those ringed mugs which gave me the idea 
in the first place. I bought two lots of matching duplicates in Wool-
worth's last weekend, tried one lot out in the trial run without detec-
tion, then got the others ready for Tuesday morning. As it happened 
Elsie was exceptionally late that day but I kept cool and iron-nerved 
right up to ten fifty five, reasoning that the mounting desperation in 
all those plebs with their tongues hanging out would render them less 
observant, less concerned about anything except getting a place in 
that crush round the magical bloody urn. As soon as the rattle of cups 
was heard approaching the parched hordes could contain themselves 
no longer and stampeded into the corridor. I mingled with them un-
obtrusively and calling on unprecedented restraint hung back in the 
queue; until Marion appeared with the master's goblets and put them 
down casually next to the milk and the sugar basin, Now was the 
moment I must act: the moment of truth. 
Pushing old Bernard and Pestelenski to one side I slid the two dupli-
cate cups onto the trolley, and whilst Elsie was collecting someone’s 
money made the necessary switch. 
"Hello Frank love" she said, turning to serve me, "Is your little girl 
any better?” 
"Yes thanks. She went back to school yesterday." I think my hands 
had begun to tremble, but I was still sufficiently composed to suggest 
to her "You can do Alf's and Len's first. I'm in no hurry." 
"All right love" she said obligingly, reaching for the cups on the trol-
ley towards which I was willing her like a conjurer subconsciously 
urging someone to choose a particular card. Then she added:  
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"The Gods are thirsty then, are they?” and came so close to making a 
very erudite reference that I looked at her in amazement, wondering 
if she said it deliberately or not. It was probably then, whilst my at-
tention was momentarily diverted, that some clumsy fool - I think it 
was Bernard pushed forward insisting that he be served and plonked 
down his own cup amongst the others on the trolley. I needed an un-
impeded run for my plan to go smoothly, but the danger of his stupid 
insistence still wasn't apparent to me until Elsie was already filling 
his cup and I noticed with horror that it was white with blue horizon-
tal rings. She put it down next to the other two in which the cyanide 
pellets were quickly dissolving, but as Bernard was reaching across 
for the, sugar basin at the same time the silly interfering old fuckin 
cretin obscured my view. I stood there almost paralysed as he 
plunged a spoonful of sugar into one of the three identical cups and 
began to stir it vigorously. 
"Don't drink that!" I shouted, almost hysterically. 
He looked at me in his slow, frowning manner as if I'd gone mad and 
carried on stirring.  
"Why not?" he asked. 
"Because it's mine!"  I said with fortunate inspiration, and reached 
across to take the cup from him. But his own grasping petty-
bourgeois instinct was working at full strength and he had already 
got his finger through the handle as my talon landed. An absurd tug 
of war started, with hot tea slopping all over our hands as he said  
"Get off it!" and I shouted: 
"I was here first!" and we pushed and pulled across the trolley and 
the others around us were shouting:  
"Pack it in you silly pair of buggers!” and "Watch what you're do-
ing!" as we staggered around and banged into them. 
Fortunately for the stupid old bugger my younger and more frenzied 
strength won out, and I pulled the cup away from him.  
"All right" he conceded, ''It's only a cup of bloody tea. I'll have one 
of these then" and he reached across to take one of the other two 
cups. 
"No! You can't have those either!" I shouted at him as a warning. 
"They're for Alf and Len.'' 
"Come on now lads" Elsie said, as if she might be mothering two 
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adolescent sons, "There's no need to squabble. Plenty of tea left for 
everybody" and taking the lid off the top of the urn she peered into 
its murky interior to check. "Yes" she confirmed, "there'll even be 
some left for seconds if you behave yourselves." 
I needed to defend my action fairly quickly if I was to avoid looking 
absurd and drawing even more attention to myself.  
"It doesn't matter which cup I have" I said in a tones of being exas-
perated by such pettiness, and banged the cup back down on the trol-
ley as if to emphasize the point and show my sense of fair play, "but 
he's gone and put sugar in it." 
"Well don't worry about that" Elsie said, and then even as she 
reached forward I realised that I was loosing track of the mix up. 
When she added "We'll pour you a fresh one. It won't be noticed in 
there, tipping the contents of my cup back into the urn, my mind and 
the plans exploded, and she was refilling my cup at the spout before I 
could think what to do. 
It may have been one of my cups, it may not. I quickly bent down 
end sniffed at the two still on the trolley,  
"Get out of the way you pillock!" somebody said irritably behind me. 
I put my hand out and said: 
"Stop shoving! Wait your turn," and then as Elsie passed me my 
fresh cup of acid-charged tea I tipped it on the trolley, and knocked 
the other two cups over as if being pushed by some invisible force.  
"You clumsy bugger. Watch what you're doing!" somebody said at 
the other side of the trolley as I slumped into it, making the cups rat-
tle and making the room tilt drunkenly as I swayed about in the cor-
ridor clutching hold of the chrome-plated rail as if on the deck of a 
ship which was in peril of sinking in a high storm. The others were 
cashing from the opposite side to stop me keeping my feet. I caught 
hold of the urn handle for support. It was the only thing to do. My 
only hope of saving myself.  
"Watch out!" somebody shouted as they surged into me from behind, 
someone on the other side pulled, and I felt myself being hurled 
sideways, still hold of the urn, which began to topple over in the fra-
cas. I clung on, trying to avert disaster, but as I threw my arms lov-
ingly round the huge metal cylinder it went over sideways, I lost my 
footing, and I fell over backwards, with hot tea gushing out all over 
me onto the floor.  
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"You bloody idiot!" somebody shouted as the scalding fluid cas-
caded over everybody's feet and flooded under the desks and boards. 
There was a sound of crockery smashing to pieces and the sugar ba-
sin landed next to me, scattering its gritty contents into my face and 
hair. The milk bottle hadn't broken and was rolling noisily down the 
corridor, there were people jumping back from the wreckage and the 
commotion, wails of anguish at the waterfall of wasted tea, and looks 
of outright horror as in the middle of it all I was wrestling on the 
floor with an empty urn, trying to get to my feet. 
An even bigger crowd was gathering as I eventually not myself up-
right, sodden and dripping, and Elsie said to me:  
"Are you all right Frank?" 
"Somebody pushed me" I explained, and backed away as I saw my 
victims coming across from their desks, still untouched. It was like 
Macbeth seeing the ghost of Banquo. The plot had been ruined by 
Bernard's stupidity, but I had been so confident of their vomiting 
demise that the sight of such living corpulence was a shock to me, 
and letting out a moan of disappointed horror as I ran down the cor-
ridor towards the lavatories I hoped they would all believe it was an 
access of pain at the near-boiling refreshment which had soaked 
through my clothes. 
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THREE POEMS 
Bette Braka 

Tiger 

Tiger, Tiger, burning bright, 
Where were you going 
In the middle of the night? 
Were you on your way out, 
Sneaking, 
Your wife watched you, 
Peeking. 
She rescued you, 
Unconscious and bleeding, 
Golf club in hand, 
Now, you must face the band. 
Because, the kiss and tell 
Little girlies 
Are coming out. 
Got you by the curlies!!!! 

Gravy Train 
 
Hurrah! the gravy train is cancelled,  
Guilty MPs are departing,  
Most of them, are still smarting,  
no more freebies, not even a vacation!  
The train remains in the station. 
 
What will they do? 
These jobless fraudsters. 
Worry not!! 
Behold their golden pension, 
destined to live in Shangri La, 
While we poor citizens 
Are left wishing on a star. 
 
A new speaker will arrive,  
Old MPs Will duck and dive.  
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As for me, 
I don't want an old loony,  
Please can we have  
Gorgeous George Clooney!! 
 

To  Be Or Not To Be An MEP 

Please, can I be an MEP? 
This request, must get, 
Utmost priority. 
I really love to travel, 
My present pension 
Has begun to unravel. 
La Clause Anglaise 
Will enable me, 
To pay a useful salary 
To all my family. 
I think I can talk 
In a rational way 
To help the UK 
Get more liquidity, 
To pay for 
Our present Government's stupidity. 
Hallo Strasbourg 
Here I come, 
Please do not be crass, 
I must have a ticket 
First Class!
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THE BRIEFEST KISS 
Tom Kilcourse 

"Kiss me, Tommy". The voice was weak and asthmatic. Nan lay in 
the hospital bed, propped up by extra pillows. She weighed no more 
than six stone. Her lined face was yellowish pale, and waxy looking. 
Sweat beaded her forehead, and the thin, grey hair was moist on the 
scalp. Nan was dying. She knew it, as did the adults assembled 
around the bed: her husband Ted, my mother, and Uncle George. 
Only I endured in ignorance. I held back, perched on the edge of the 
bed, looking to Uncle George for guidance. At his nod I leant for-
ward quickly, my lips barely touching her cheek before I pulled 
back. The adults no doubt put this down to boyish embarrassment, to 
pre-pubescent reluctance to show affection openly. If so, they were 
wrong. My motives were baser. Though death was alien to me, ex-
cept in cowboy films, I did know that my Grandma was ill. I feared 
some terrible contagion. Thankfully, only I knew the truth of that. 
Minutes later we left the ward and I never saw her again. It was Au-
gust, 1951. 
People speak of children's sensitivity, of the need to shield them 
from cruel realities, or to break gently to them news that adults find 
painful. If they are right, then I was a most unusual child. What pro-
tected me from the cruel reality of my grandmother's death was a 
juvenile obsession with self. At fourteen I judged events by their 
impact on me, my pleasure, my freedom. As adults muttered som-
brely of their loss, I heard the words, but did not feel myself de-
prived. For twelve years I had lived under the same roof as Nan and 
Ted, and returned to that house after seeing her for the last time, yet 
her absence did not register with me. Perhaps it was because she had 
been away for some weeks before her death, her life waning in a 
hospital bed. So untouched was I by these events that as the cortege 
passed slowly along Church Street, I caught sight of a classmate out-
side the baker's shop, and tapped on the car window to attract his 
attention. My concern was that he should see me riding in the posh 
car, a unique experience for me. He did not, and the opportunity 
passed when mother took my wrist to prevent further window bang-
ing. 
Self absorption continued to obscure actuality for some time after 
Nan died. The day following her funeral I was sent away for a week, 
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an effort by adults to allay a grief that lived in their imagination only. 
I had a wonderful time in Warwickshire, utterly innocent of any 
thought for either grandparent. Upon my return I picked up life 
where I had left it, going to school, playing cricket, flying on hedon-
istic wings. It took a while, and the sight of an old man crying to 
bring me to ground. Ted was not readily given to tears. 
Some weeks after Nan left us, my mother moved in with her lover to 
share the little terraced house in which Granddad and I lived. Old 
Ted had been persuaded by her argument that a man in his seventies 
and a fourteen year old boy needed looking after, especially when 
one considered that the old man still pursued a full-time job. Ted's 
learning curve, to use a modern term, was steep. Although the front 
'parlour', which Ted took as his bedroom, was spared the rest of the 
house was stripped of the old, monumental furniture that he and Nan 
had bought when they married in 1904. Mother and Bert replaced the 
solidity of oak and rosewood with the chipboard and ply more suited 
to their taste. I recall that some of Ted's furniture that had been 
dumped in the back-yard, exposed to the mercies of Manchester 
weather, remained serviceable long after mother's modern substitutes 
became seriously unglued. 
I too learned quickly. If I had been remote from reality, reality now 
discovered me with a vengeance. Just as the results of Victorian 
craftsmanship had been cast aside, so too was the gentleness of the 
elderly. The tolerance of a feeble old lady was supplanted by the fury 
of a forty-something who suffered no rebelliousness. The defiance of 
early adolescence was met with violence, with hysterical cursing and 
savage blows from a heavy leather belt, or anything else that came to 
hand, including a coal-shovel seized from the iron grate. Old Ted had 
kept a leather strap with which he threatened me occasionally, and 
even used once or twice when he could find where I had hidden it, 
but his attempts to discipline were feeble compared with the do-or-
die assaults from my mother. Escape was impossible as Bert stood 
guard at the exit, giving encouragement and tactical advice to his 
beloved. Thus, I encountered a reality from which my grandparents 
had rescued me twelve years earlier when they picked me up from 
the gutter, wiped my face, and took me to their home. 
When the violence subsided my mother would demand of Bert, the 
walls, or Jesus Christ himself, to know what she had done to deserve 
a so-and-so like me. I preferred the assault. When acting like a Pro-
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zac driven dancing-dervish as she wielded the weapon of the day, her 
behaviour provided at least moments of comedy, even for the victim. 
That cannot be said of the hand-wringing, self pitying pleas for 
enlightenment. 
What mother had done to deserve a so-and-so was no great mystery. 
A familiar figure in local dance halls, she had gone a Tango too far 
with an Irish Guardsman. As a result, I was conceived round the 
back of the Palais-de-Danse in Failsworth, to enter the world, nine 
months later, weighing in at 10lb. 4ozs. Meanwhile, Mum and the 
soldier had married. Having rented a little house and deposited his 
wife and son, dad returned to barracks, visiting us when the opportu-
nity allowed. Sadly, these visits were often unannounced and usually 
resulted in mutual thumping between the newly weds as man ac-
cused wife of infidelity and she responded with her version of sweet 
reason. 
While all this was going on, the so-and-so was happily developing 
skills in do-it-yourself growing up. That is where Nan came in. 
Though self-reliance is an admirable quality in adults some eccentric 
souls believe it to be inappropriate in a two year old. One such was 
Mrs. Barton. She ran a small 'open-all-hours' shop immediately op-
posite our terraced home and noticed that I spent considerable peri-
ods crawling about in the street: unsupervised. Mother's busy sched-
ule limited the time she could give to personal supervision, but the 
young girl from next door was supposed to look after me. To be fair 
to the girl, my mother was supposed to pay her for doing so, but did-
n't. So, when my maternal grandparents visited one day, Mrs. Barton 
made it her business to drop a few words in Nan's ear. A brief con-
sultation with Ted ensued before Elsie, my mother, was prevailed 
upon to make the sacrifice of losing me as a daily companion. 
Thus it was that I came under the wing of a Victorian lady. Nan was 
64, and Ted just two years younger. Today, 'Victorian' is used as a 
mildly derogatory adjective. My experience of living with that eld-
erly pair leaves me unable to understand why this should be. 
Whether or not Nan and Ted were typical of their contemporaries I 
cannot say, but I thank God that my childhood was not left in the 
hands of the succeeding generation. I can only imagine that my 
grandparents did not quite realise what they were taking on, bringing 
up a child at their age, especially a child with whom a relationship 
was disrupted by the pull of his mother. My father had disappeared 
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entirely from my life. 
Elsie's pull made itself felt in several ways, none of which were help-
ful to Nan and Ted. For instance, by the time I had reached school 
age my mother's current lover was an Irish docker, whose concern 
for my soul ensured that I was sent to a Roman Catholic school. My 
grandparents were not strongly religious, but any vestigial attach-
ment they had was certainly not to Rome. Nan had been raised in the 
traditions of the Church of Scotland, and Ted's instincts were strictly 
C of E. So, the old couple did not relate closely to my school or the 
priest. Nor, for that matter, did any of the other children in 'our gang', 
every one of whom attended the nearby Protestant school. That set 
me apart of course, so when the kids felt like having fun teasing 
someone their choice of target was predestined. It was not at all un-
common to see one furious, diminutive 'papist' chasing six or seven 
laughing 'prots' through the streets. Some of the families around us 
were strong chapel folk who made sure that their offspring attended 
Sunday school. They also held certain views about my parentage, so 
any welcome into their homes was improbable. Hence, several times 
a year Nan had the task of trying to placate a youngster distressed by 
his exclusion from friends' birthday parties. 
The second maternal influence was more insidious. My mother had 
agreed to visit us every weekend and take some of the responsibility 
for my upbringing, as well as giving her impecunious parents a few 
shillings towards the cost of my upkeep. This happened for a while, 
but it did not take long for my mother to find more interesting ways 
in which to spend her weekends. Visits became increasingly rare, 
usually coinciding with her need to borrow money from Nan. As I 
was in the habit of squatting on the doorstep each Saturday morning, 
eyes straining for sight of Elsie turning into the street, her haphazard 
arrangements led to frequent disappointment and a fractious child 
needing consolation. Oddly, this never diminished my attachment to 
her, which must at times have been irksome for Nan and Ted with 
their adult appreciation of irresponsibility. Yet I cannot remember a 
single occasion when criticism of Elsie was voiced in my presence. 
Nor did I ever hear hints that the financial burden was too great.  
The arrangements changed when I was about nine years old and con-
sidered mature enough to take the bus into the centre of Manchester 
unaccompanied. Every second or third week I would meet my 
mother in Stevenson Square to be taken to a UCP restaurant for a 
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feast of rissoles and chips, then on to the 'News Theatre' in Oxford 
Street for an afternoon of cartoon comedy. Upon leaving the cinema 
we would take a bus to Stretford, where my mother rented a bed-sit. I 
would stay there overnight. The only blot on these occasions was the 
presence of 'Uncle Bill', the Irish docker, who insisted that I attend 
mass with him on Sunday morning. He, like me, was a weekend visi-
tor to the bed-sit. Through the week he lived with his mother in Sal-
ford. Bill's devotion to Catholicism prevented him from marrying 
Elsie, a divorcee, but not from spending weekends with her. 
Notwithstanding Bill's presumptions, I enjoyed these excursions and 
looked forward to them with some excitement. So, for relatively little 
effort my mother was given a disproportionate amount of credit in 
my affections, while Nan's day-on-day care and attention was taken 
rather for granted. This effect was heightened by the annual seaside 
holiday to which I was treated. If this unfairness caused irritation, 
Nan and Ted did not reveal it. Unlike some modern parents they did 
not compete for my affection. Indeed, they seemed to share my 
pleasure. 
I recall how Ted, when he learned that we were going to the Isle of 
Man, spent hours telling me about the wonders of the island. He 
talked at length and with enthusiasm about his own holidays there 
when he and Nan were much younger. I gained the impression that 
they had been frequent visitors to the place, but learned many years 
later that they had been there just twice, on the only holidays that 
they had ever been able to afford. 
Ted spent much of his free time talking to me. I learned of his love 
for Scotland where he met Nan, of the Boer war, Kitchener, and 
many aspects of life in Victorian Britain. I came to know of the Zep-
pelins, the Titanic, Dr. Crippen and of other things about which my 
contemporaries knew nothing. A wire-weaver by trade, he tried to 
explain the workings of a loom, and once took me to the factory in 
which he worked well into his seventies. Most of all though, he 
talked about cricket. I must have been the only ten year old in 1940s 
Manchester to be familiar with the glories of W.G. Grace. Ted loved 
the game passionately, and never tired of telling me how, as a young 
man, he had been a player of almost county standard. I spent many a 
summer's day at Old Trafford with him, scoffing corned-beef sand-
wiches as we watched Lancashire battle it out with Kent, Essex, or 
one of the other leading counties. Of course, Lancashire versus 
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Yorkshire, the war of the roses, was unmissable. Ted would talk 
about the game for days beforehand, and for long afterwards. By this 
time Ted's hands were crippled by his work, the fingers permanently 
hooked. It was impossible for him to grip things in a normal way, but 
this did not prevent him from teaching me how to hold a bat, or to 
bowl a mean leg-break. He spent many Sunday afternoons on a croft 
by the Rochdale canal, showing the gang how to play cricket, acting 
as umpire, and generally advising us on technique. As he was the 
only 'parent' to give us such attention I gained great prestige from all 
this. 
Between them, Nan and Ted taught me about much more than 
cricket, or Victorian life. Many of their lessons were not apparent to 
me until I reached adulthood. They sowed seeds that took years to 
germinate. It is difficult for me to say what I gave them in return. 
Certainly, pleasure in watching me develop under their guidance, and 
in providing me with a happy childhood despite the inauspicious 
beginning. No doubt there were times when they regretted taking me 
in, times when my behaviour caused them pain. I can remember spe-
cific incidents that grieved one or the other, but I am not inclined to 
dwell upon them. Belated repentance for the sins of childhood is 
both unhealthy and futile. I remember the old couple now without 
apology for the immature omissions and misdemeanours that they 
suffered and tend to think only of the warmth of Nan's bed, which 
she allowed me to share when Ted was on night-work, or of evenings 
spent with her listening to the radio while she darned our socks. 
Mine was an extremely fortunate childhood from which I carry but 
one small regret. For as long as I live I shall be troubled by the brev-
ity of that final kiss. 
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ARAB QUIRKS 
Ron Horsefield 

 
Last week I learned two new things about Arabs. First I fished out A 
History of the Arab Peoples by Albert Hourani published in 1991 by 
Faber. No, I probably won’t read it all but what about this little note 
at the front? 
 

From early Islamic times, Muslims have dated events from 
the day of Muhammad's emigration from Mecca to Medina in 
AD 622: this emigration is known in Arabic as the hijra, and 
the usual way of referring to Muslim years in European lan-
guages is by the use of the initials AH. 
A year according to the Muslim calendar is not of the same 
length as a year according to the Christian calendar. The latter 
is measured by a complete revolution of the earth around the 
sun, which takes approximately 365 days, but the former con-
sists of twelve months each of which corresponds to a com-
plete revolution of the moon around the earth; the length of a 
year measured in these terms is approximately 11 days less 
than that of a solar year. 

Some questions suggest themselves. How did Ahmed the farmer 
know when to plant his seeds each year? If this year he planted on 
the 26th of Kock then next year he’d have to plant on the 9th of Kunt 
to get the same result. After only 15 years the 26th of Kock would go 
from the middle of summer to the middle of winter. By then he’d be 
planting on the 7th of Kum. Since the Babylonians were supposed to 
be hot-shot mathematicians, inventing algebra while we were still 
taking our socks off to count more than ten sheep, is it possible that 
even humble peasants would have an algorithm which converted 
Muslim dates into proper ones – some elaborate abacus for instance.  

Then what about banks? An interest rate of 5% in a western bank 
would yield £500 a year on an investment of £10,000 but the same 
amount in an Arab bank would yield £515.53. Is this why Muslims 
are against usury? Shouldn’t we put all our dough into Arab Banks? 

Twins are separated at birth. Abdul grows up in Baghdad while Ah-
med grows up in Birmingham. They’re both born on the 9th of Krap 
1300 AH. Thirty three years later Abdul’s mum rings Ahmed’s mum 
and says that next week, the 9th of Krap 1333 they are having a 
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knees-up on account of her son’s 33rd birthday. Ahmed’s mum is 
puzzled “You mad cow” she yells “Our Ahmed isn’t 32 till June 28th 
of this year”. 

And Methuselah. He came from those parts and lived to be 900. If 
he’d left to live in Leicester at the tender age of, say, 70, he would, 
by the time he was 740, be younger than his son, Methuselino, who 
remained in Damascus and would by then be 741. 

It’s little things like this which give you an insight into the minds of 
such strange folk and provide endless hours of debate in the pub on 
the superiority of our own civilization. Albert Hourani, by the way, 
is a top academic and fellow of St Anthony’s college Oxford. He was 
born in Manchester in 1915 of Lebanese parents.  

The second new thing came from a review in the TLS of Niloofar 
Haeri’s book Sacred Language, Ordinary People. (Dilemmas of cul-
ture and politics in Egypt). The review, by Geert Jan van Gelder 
(professor of Arabic at Oxford, fellow of St John’s College) begins 
thus: 

Imagine that, for one reason or another, the Old English he-
roic poem Beowulf has become a sacred text and that on 
the basis of its grammar and vocabulary a standard lan-
guage, Classical Anglo-Saxon, has been codified. In the 
third millennium the spoken language has evolved consid-
erably. It is now called "English" and is widely spoken in a 
variety of dialects, in and outside the United Kingdom. But 
it is almost never written, except in cartoons and in printed 
versions of plays, as long as these do not deal with serious, 
historical or religious themes. Bold authors use it in dia-
logues in novels, and some poets make serious poetry in it, 
at the risk of being branded as secularist, leftist or anti-
Anglish. "English" is considered a corrupt, debased lingo, 
unfit to be used for serious topics. 

 
This mad hypothesis, apparently, summarises exactly the state of 
Arabic today. He goes on: Only one Arab dialect, in a small country 
wrested from the influence of Islam long ago, rose to be a literary 
and national language: Maltese. Religion, the author Niloofar Haeri 
states “has acted as a freezer of language” Classical Arabic pro-
vides a lingua franca for all Arab countries from Morocco to Iraq 
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and gives the educated layman or scholar access to a literary heri-
tage of 1500 years. Hoi polloi, however, are left in a miasma of ig-
norance with nothing printed in the language they speak everyday.  
 
One shudders to extrapolate this situation to our own country. Imag-
ine the squalor and degradation which would ensue should the in-
habitants of Hulme, Moss Side and Longsight be unable to read 
Shakespeare and Milton. Those poor Arabs! 
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VICTORIAN REVERIE 
Brett Wilson 

 
This is a diary of my failure. I am compelled to narrate this sad tale, 
alas, and I will recount these woes, so that you who follow will be-
ware. In a sepia drawing room she waited, until I strode up with an 
idea. Her beautiful round face with moon eyes and sensuous lips ex-
uded innocence and playfulness. Ripeness too, reached out to swathe 
my senses in a rich narcotic. 
"We're going to play a game." I said. 
"A game?" she said excitedly. "I love games!" 
"Yes I know, and you'll surely love this one. It's a tasting game. I'm 
going to pop something into your mouth, and you’re going to tell me 
what it is." 
"Ooooh, I'm so excited!" 
"Yes. Now, there are rules to follow. First, you must wear this pretty 
blindfold. See how it's made of pink ribbon?" 
"Ooooh, how delightful!" 
"Now, most important of all, you must remember not to bite!" 
"But what if it's a strawberry?" 
"It's not a strawberry." 
"Oh." 
I tied the blindfold. 
"Now open your mouth and wait for a big surprise!" 
But a knock at the door interrupted the proceedings. This was when I 
first began to suck air through my teeth.  
 
It was not long however, before an opportunity presented itself once 
more. It was a summer’s day and at last I had successfully persuaded 
her to come to the millpond in a field by the southern tip of the es-
tate. It was very hot and she was wearing far too many clothes. 
"I'll throw the ball and you run after it." I shouted, hurling the ball 
way over her head and into the field where she could get a clear run. 
She was very game. After several pitches, her cheeks were as red as 
cherries. 
"Can I throw" she said panting "the ball" and gasping "and you chase 
it?" 
"No, no my dear" I replied smiling "You know what my asthma is 
like. Quick catch!" The ball was flying way over her head again and 
she was tearing gamely off to receive it. When she returned I sug-
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gested we go for a swim in the millpond in order to cool off. 
"But what about your asthma?" she said, looking surprised. 
"Swimming is very good for asthma. Especially in mill pond water." 
"Really?" she said, putting a finger to her large succulent lips. 
While she was thinking about that one I said "You go first and then 
I'll follow you in. You can get undressed behind that bush over 
there." 
   We had a jolly good swim, even though, as I commented to her, 
she must have felt quite restricted by the white bodice and knicker-
bockers she wore. I managed to get her to chase me, and then I 
would sometimes disappear and emerge from the water behind her 
and shout "Surprise!" which made her giggle. When we had finished 
she traipsed back to the bush where she had left her clothes. 
"They're gone!" she shouted. 
"It's probably a schoolboy prank." I said, pretending to look around. 
"There's only one thing to do." I declared. "Signal back to the house. 
My manservant will come, and I can give him instructions to fetch 
you more clothing. We have to make a white flag." 
"Oh." she said, looking down at her white bodice and knickerbockers 
and noticing for the first time that I was dressed completely in black. 
"I'll have to undress behind that bush." she said slowly, pulling her 
arms up to her chest. "But you'll have to promise not to look." 
"I promise." I replied "On my mother's grave!" Where ever that was. 
But just as she was about to unburden her heaving bodice and deliver 
into my hands nature's sweet bounty, she let out a yell "Oh, look! It's 
my aunt and her entourage. They'll surely have some clothes for me."  
And she ran away along the path. This was when I began to bite my 
nails. 
 
But let it not be said, that a denizen of the empire, such as I can be 
deterred by the cool whims of fate. I was determined to gain my 
prize. It was the very next day when I saw her again. 
It must have been the pollen. We were inspecting the orchids in the 
conservatory when I came over all faint and had to lie down. 
"It happens quite often now" I wheezed, placing her soft hand on my 
chest. "If you put your sweet ear to my breast you can hear a gur-
gling sound." 
"I can't hear anything!" she said. 
"Oh" I rasped, "It's getting worse. You'll have to press my stomach to 
help me breathe. That's it." She was very good. 
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"It's still not strong enough my dear" I gasped, "You'll have to use 
your full weight. You'll have to straddle me. That's it. Up and down, 
up and down." 
"Is that any better?" she said, her bosom heaving with exhaustion. 
"I need air." I wheezed, pointing to my mouth. Just then, Rawson the 
gardener walked in. 
"Oh, Rawson" she said "The master’s having an asthma attack. 
You've got to help him." She quickly instructed him to sit on top of 
me, going up and down, and giving me the kiss of life. Never will I 
forget those black teeth and the taste of manure. This was when the 
twitch started. 
 
It was some time before I felt emboldened enough to leave my room. 
A week had passed before I contrived our next encounter. 
"I can't imagine how it happened" I said, a look of angelic simplicity 
on my face. I had planned to get us locked within the linen room, and 
had sent the staff away for the day. 
"I can't understand it" she said, trying the door again "It just clicked 
shut." 
"Well, we'll just have to make the best of it. Ever operated a linen 
press?" 
She looked slightly confused for a moment, but then smiled sweetly 
and stepped lithely over to the other side of the machine that I was 
fondling idly. 
"You know how to do everything" she said. 
"Yes.... almost everything." I smiled a toothy grin at her. My arm 
had not been twitching that day. "Now all we need is an item of 
clothing to demonstrate with." I said, lighting the fuel boiler under-
neath. "We just get a little head of steam and we can straighten any-
thing." 
"Oh" she said, putting a finger to her wonderful lips "There's lots of 
linen lying around" 
"It's all been pressed my dear. Perhaps your shirt...? 
She slowly removed her shirt, and while still wondering about the 
situation, I had it out of her hands as quick as a jiffy, into the ma-
chine and pressed. Whoosh! The top came down, closing the lethal 
jaws in a mass of steam. 
Out came the pressed shirt. "We ought to try that again. Let me 
see.... I know! We could try your skirt next!" I had pulled the top jaw 
back against the spring lock so that it could be released at a moments 
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notice onto the next sacrificial item. In my earnestness I had lent 
forward onto the lower board, which was at crotch height, and I must 
confess that my desire was so ardent that a bulge projected out con-
siderably onto the horizontal surface, just out of her line of sight. She 
had removed her skirt, but had become curious once more. "How do 
you work this, again?" she said pressing the release button. Whoosh! 
The top jaw came down like the hammer of the devil and crushed my 
pride and joy. 
"What's wrong? she said, noticing the sudden change in my demean-
our. My face had turned the colour of beetroot, my mouth was open 
but no sound came from my quivering lips. The veins on my head 
and neck were standing out like ropes. 
"Oh look," I squeaked faintly, fumbling in my pocket for a moment 
before revealing a key "it was here all along. Be a good girl and fetch 
me a bucket of iced water, will you?" 
She looked confused, but she was always an obedient girl, and 
skipped away to fulfil my request. 
I still see her, sometimes frolicking in the verdant fields with her 
buxom friends. They always wave at me and laugh, because I have 
been less successful in my enterprises of late. You cannot do very 
much in a wheelchair. 
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OUR ERNIE 
12 Oikus by Bob Wild 

 
 
A Fine Christmas Present 
 
Our Ernie is a "genius": can't tie his shoelaces, knot his tie or brush 
his teeth, but speaks eighteen languages; plays the piano by ear and 
sings opera like an Italian. His truly exceptional talent though is not 
spending money. Like Scrooge, Ernie never buys presents. Surpris-
ingly, last Christmas-time, he suggested getting me a book. Christ-
mas came: no book appeared. January arrived: Ernie came. "I've got 
the book for you". I thanked him profusely and flicked it open. "Hey, 
this is a library book!" "Yes, I've finished it. It's overdue. Take it 
back for me when you've read it".  
 
A Well-travelled Wine 
 
Ernie 'phoned me saying the people he usually spent Christmas with 
had gone away this year. Reluctantly I invited him to Christmas din-
ner. He arrived with a scuffy-labelled half-bottle of Retsina. I put it 
on one side. He downed a third of a bottle of Meursault with the 
crab; the best part of a bottle of Margaux with the turkey and with 
the pudding made short work of my 30 yrs old port. I gave him cof-
fee but hid the Drambuie. Boxing Day he 'phoned saying: "As we 
didn't drink the Retsina could I have it back".  
 
Hitting the Bottle 
 
Christmas Eve: Ernie 'phoned. No food: the shops had shut early. 
Reluctantly I invited him to Christmas dinner. A teetotaller he ar-
rived with a half-bottle of Retsina! I put it next to the breathing bottle 
of Margaux. "Have some cordial; peanuts in the bowl". I went to 
work in the kitchen. Later, Ernie came in wanting water. "Those 
peanuts made me thirsty. I'm not keen on orange juice. I've finished 
that bottle of blackcurrant cordial. Did you put something in it, my 
heads spinning?" We went into the dining-room. It was then that the 
bottle hit him.  
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There Is No Such Thing As a Free Ride 
 
Ernie, the free-loader, caught his four-day £1 bargain Ryan Air flight 
to Venice. After three days free meals, free accommodation and 
sight-seeing the parents of a claimed acquaintance rumbled him. He 
rejected £8 a night YMCA accommodation; instead bought a single 
£1 ticket on the all-night Vaporetto. He slept "unnoticed" while the 
boat circuited The Lagoon. At the airport Ernie congratulated him-
self: four days in Venice for £2! Searching his wallet for his flight 
ticket he discovered £100 missing. In its place he found a £100 pen-
alty fine-“Receipt for Fare Evasion On A Vaporetto".. 
 
The Terrorist Threat 
 
Ernie used payouts from de-mutualised Building Society specula-
tions to fund bargain trips abroad. Provisioned with non-perishable 
foods: cheese; biscuits; spare underpants; shirt, he went free-loading 
on foreign friends. In Italy, needing lira, he went to Banco Milano, 
Mussolini's masterpiece, pressed the bell, entered the security vesti-
bule. Alarm bells rang. Terrorist procedures activated. A computer 
voice said: "Put unzipped grip through flap. Lie prone on floor, limbs 
outspread". The bag entered the scanner. Lights flashed. Clerks hid 
behind desks. A robot "dog" sniffed the bag: rummaged around. Its 
probe emerged holding up... one of Ernie's six tins of corned beef.. 
 
Ernie and the Art of Roofing 
 
Ernie's gutter dripped, his roof leaked. He'd have to spend money. 
Two white-van men offered to fix it for £4,000. "Very dangerous, 
you could have an accident". Intimidated, Ernie consented: "just the 
guttering". The men ripped the roof off and demanded "cash up 
front". They drove Ernie, protesting, to the bank: waited outside. 
Panicked and terrified Ernie blabbed. The Bank Manager dialled 
999. The men scarpered. The police drove Ernie home; arrested the 
men on the roof gathering their gear: charged them with 19 similar 
offences. The men got 3 years. "Victim Support" were informed. 
Ernie got a free roof.. 
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Dead Lucky 
 
On a tram in Amsterdam two Ethnics clamped a chloroform pad over 
Ernie's face. He awoke in hospital minus passport, money, cheque-
book, credit card. Dutch police arrested two druggies; charged them 
with similar offences. A detective visited England, interviewed 
Ernie. Ernie put him up, got his address. The trial revealed Ernie's 
identity and credit card had been used in a money laundering scam: a 
coffin bought; a bogus funeral held — Ernie was officially dead, his 
name on a headstone. The compensation award funded many more 
trips to Amsterdam. Ernie visited his grave, left grateful flowers. The 
detective regretted accepting Ernie's hospitality. 
 
Trouble Brewing 
 
Ernie heard teabags make good compost. He saved and buried them 
in his borders with the zeal of a thrifty squirrel. When cost-cutting 
management at work stopped the tea-breaks, the disgruntled staff 
bought a kettle, brewed and drank tea in the toilets. Ernie wouldn't 
subscribe; drank water. Main-chancing, he made frequent trips to the 
toilets to collect the teabags from the waste-bins. His colleagues 
spotted this behaviour and attributed it to meanness. Ernie, of course, 
saw matters differently: "Saving the planet!" Mind you, at home, he 
invariably recycled the bags in the teapot before planting them in the 
borders. 
 
Charity Ends at Home 
 
Ernie needed shoes: his soles flip-flopped open showing rows of 
shark-like teeth. On the "nearly new" charity shop shelf, shoes cost 
£2. Avoiding the Assistant Ernie rummaged the "Not for Sale" box 
destined for Africa: swapped his own shoes for a pair of Brogues. 
Tried on jackets, found one that fitted, offered the Assistant 50p. and 
his own jacket in exchange. "Too far gone but you look like someone 
we're trying to help: take it. Put yours in the rag-box: the van's due". 
Back home Ernie remembered he'd left a fiver in his old jacket top 
pocket. 
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Rich Droppings 
 
Ernie was too mean to buy garden fertilizer. The tea-bags he took 
from work and planted in the borders weren't doing much good. 
Ernie heard that horses ridden in the park provided rich droppings. 
Armed with a big plastic bag and trowel he went collecting: "for the 
roses". The bag being heavy he boarded a bus. Passengers held their 
noses; complained. The driver ordered him off the bus. In his haste 
to comply Ernie left the bag behind. He walked home cursing his 
misfortune. At the stop near his house he found the bag dumped at 
the bus-stop. 
 
Danegeld 
 
Thrifty Ernie collected horse droppings in the park. A Great Dane 
bounded up, plonked pancake paws on his shoulders. Petrified, Ernie 
averted his face. The dog licked him: sniffed his clothing. The owner 
dragged it off. Ernie opened his eyes. Man and dog had gone: so had 
Ernie's wallet. The police suggested he'd dropped it or left it at home. 
"Stolen", Ernie insisted. "I suppose you think the dog did it", laughed 
plod. "The man", said Ernie, unamused. At home Ernie found the 
wallet behind the front door. A note from the man said the dog had 
"stolen" it. 
 
Life's a Lottery 
 
I did Ernie a favour: pointed his house-walls, reglazed windows, re-
placed locks. Tile materials cost £200. Ernie wouldn't pay: "Money's 
all tied up in Premium Bonds". He offered to buy me £200 - worth of 
Bonds from his next winnings. I reluctantly agreed. At the month-
end Ernie handed me a list of 200 numbers -"It's the same as buying 
them - you could win a fortune!" Four years elapsed: I didn't win. 
Ernie boasted a 20% annual return from his own numbers. I sug-
gested he buy back mine. The following week "my" numbers came 
up: £2000. Ernie gave me the £200. 
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UNCLE BOB 
Bob Wild 

 
Pte. Robert Wild (7575615). Died 14th December, 1920, in the Mili-
tary Hospital, Tipperary, Ireland, aged 20 years. (Cause of death: 
burns to face and arms; died from shock after two days)*.   
   

Uncle Bob, 
Whom I never saw, 
Burned to death 
In a colonial war. 
 
Spent his days 
In the British army. 
Oppressing the Irish,  
(He must have been barmy!) 
 
A private in the 
Ordnance Corps. 
(A man possessed 
Of a fatal flaw). 
 
Supplying arms 
To the Black and Tans, 
(Obeying orders)-- 
Petrol cans. 
 
Helped petrol bomb 
The IRA. 
(The stupid sod-- 
Should have kept away). 
   
One of the bombs 
Blew up in his face. 
He died from shock, 
(A bloody disgrace). 
 
One may well ask, 
"In the name of the King", 
What kind of a man 
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Would do such a thing? 
 
To keep in power 
A ruling class 
Of English oppressors-- 
(The stupid ass!). 

 
 
*  The British army helped fire-bomb the city of Cork on the night of      
11th/12th December, 1920. There were also numerous incidents of      
British troops attacked with petrol bombs by the IRA in other areas 
of     southern Ireland on and around 11th/12th December, 1920.  
 

 
Epitaph for Uncle Bob 
 
Poor Bob he died 
Of burns and shock 
In Tipperary, Ireland. 
 
Helping transform  
That bog-awful place 
Into a bloody fireland. 
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CYCLE TOURING IN FRANCE – DAY TWO 
Ken Clay 

 
Parks the bike and goes into this Chateau. Funny, I thought, no ad-
mission charge – not like the French that. Walking down the long 
gallery I notice lots of framed press cuttings and posters of some 
horny film star, mostly in Italian. Makes a change from mugshots of 
Louis XIV I suppose. The door at the far end opens and this girl 
comes running down the room. Then I twigs. This is the place 
Sophia Loren bought to incarcerate her granddaughter who suffers 
from rampant nymphomania. She was the offspring of Sophia’s bas-
tard son who was the progeny of a fling with Cary Grant. She looks 
just like her grandma only with a much nicer face and much bigger 
tits. She’s yelling “Baise moi!” (whatever that means). Them big 
norks are walloping up an down and that skimpy frock with the split 
up the side is up round her arse. The nuns who normally keep her 
locked up are probably having a fag in the canteen as they look 
through vibrator catalogues. I leg it as fast as I can and jump on the 
bike just as she’s coming out the front door. But bugger me if one of 
the nuns hasn’t left a butcher’s bike on the front too. It’s an old bed-
stead with a basket on the front but she jumps on it and pedals like a 
maniac trying to catch me. Of course it’s no match for my handbuilt 
531 Walvale with Campag group-set. I streak up the hill and look 
back to see her straining red face and heaving bosom receding into 
the distance – even on that junk heap she’s doing pretty well. ‘Thank 
Christ’ I think to myself ‘her grandma didn’t have it off with Eddy 
Merckx.’  
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MY LIFE IN PRINT 
Ray Blyde 

 
CHAPTER EIGHT 

 
Sed was in work when the boss came to him with a message that he 
should go to the hospital right away. When he arrived his mother was 
already there. He thought at first that his mother was sitting at the 
wrong bed. He didn't recognise his father, he had an oxygen mask on 
and his weight had dropped dramatically in the last forty eight hours. 
Elsie sat there holding his hand oblivious of Sed's arrival. George's 
breathing rhythm was hardly perceptible. Then suddenly he regained 
consciousness, tore the oxygen mask from his face, coughed, rubbed 
his eyes and smiled.  
"Hello girl, hello son!" 
"George," exclaimed Elsie visibly brightening up. "How are you?" 
"Never felt better." The nurse arrived swiftly when she caught sight 
of the oxygen mask which was now resting under George's chin. 
"Come along Mr Kirk put your mask back on please." 
"Don't need it nurse, I've never felt better in me life. I tell you what I 
would really like?" 
"What's that Mr Kirk?" 
"A pint of Guinness!" She laughed.  
"I can't promise A pint of Guinness, but I'll get you a can." George 
smiled at everyone who passed his bed.  
"Where's Lloyd?" Elsie looked across at Sed.  
"He's gone back to sea." 
"Good," said George.  
"But he came into see you before he went" assured Sed.  
"Good," said George. "If I carry on like this I'll soon be home." 
"Of course you will," replied Elsie beginning to believe in the possi-
bility.  
"How are things at work Sed?" 
"Oh, no problems dad." 
"Another twelve months and you'll be out of your time." 
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"Then I'll be a fully pledged journeyman." 
"On full pay?" 
"On full pay." 
George leaned forward and gripped Sed's wrist so tightly that it al-
most stopped the circulation.  
"Well in that that case you'll be able to take good care of your 
mam?" 
"But dad you’re going to be fine?" A veil of sadness passed across 
his fathers eyes.  
"I know, but you will won't you?" Sed looked at his mother she was 
crying. He pulled George towards him and gave him a hug. He was 
so emaciated that it was like holding a child. 
"No problems dad," assured Sed. 
“Well in that case, perhaps you can so away, and, I'll get some 
sleep."  
They got a taxi home, and both looked out or the windows. Sed 
watched the rivulets of rain as it streaked obliquely across the glass.  
"Dad's going to be fine...isn't he?" He looked at his mother. She 
sniffed and looked straight ahead. 
"I'd like to think so Sed, but I don't think we should be too optimis-
tic." 
"But he said he never felt better!" Elsie took a deep breath.  
"It's the calm before the storm Sed." 
"What does that mean?" 
“Well, sometimes people who are dying muster up energy from 
somewhere to fight the last battle. Your grandma was the same after 
she had her seizure." She put her arm around Sed's shoulders and 
said, "I think we are going to have to prepare ourselves for the 
worst." Sed knew in his heart she was right. He felt numb with anxi-
ety, then she said, "Do you think Lloyd went to see your father?" Sed 
shrugged his shoulders.  
"He said he did, and when he got there dad was asleep and the nurse 
said, "Don't disturb him,” so he said he just sat with him for a while, 
why don't you believe him?" 
"I don't know what to believe anymore. I think I gave birth to a cow-
ard Sed. Twenty four hours later they were summoned back to the 
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hospital where George was in a coma. With Sed and Elsie around the 
bed, he died peacefully at twenty five past twelve on Wednesday 
afternoon. Sed looked at him. He didn't look like the dad he used to 
know. The cancer had robbed him of all his dignity. He was just ly-
ing there like an empty shell. Why was nature so cruel? Why, 
thought Sed when the time comes to die can't we just go to bed and 
pass away in our sleep without all that pain. There was lots of things 
he would liked to have said to his dad and didn't. Unfortunately he 
wasn't an emotional man, not someone you could pour your heart out 
to. He worked hard all his life, sometimes having two jobs. He was a 
cleaner on the boat train station at Canada dock. The dock board only 
paid him a pittance so he used to do a bit of French polishing at the 
weekends to eak out the meagre wage. He wouldn't let Elsie work 
because he believed that a woman’s place was in the home. He never 
apologized for anything he did or said. This unbending attitude 
caused weeks of silence between Elsie and him after disagreements. 
Once during a general election George would issue his usual direc-
tive to Elsie that she had to vote Labour. Elsie would vote Tory, Lib-
eral, or for any other candidate rather than vote Labour just to spite 
him. When he found out about it sometime later during another ar-
gument, he refused to speak to her for weeks. In retaliation she 
would move into Lloyd’s room until he came around. However, de-
spite the conflict they loved each other. Sometimes they had a good 
laugh at his expense, like the occasion when he decided to clean the 
chimney because he said the chimney sweep didn't do the job prop-
erly. He borrowed some rods and brushes, and being a lateral thinker 
decided to climb onto the roof and insert the brushes down the chim-
ney. He asked Sed to keep a look out at the fireplace and let him 
know when the brush appeared at the bottom. Some time elapsed, 
then his father shouted down,  
"Any sign yet?"  
“No sign yet dad."  
"Bloody 'ell," said George finally. "I've only got about a foot of rod 
left up 'ere!" At this point in the proceedings there was a frantic 
knocking at the front door. When Sed opened it he was confronted 
by two very angry neighbours covered from head to foot in soot. 
He'd put the blessed rods down the wrong chimney. The next few 
days were hectic he had little time to ruminate. He had to set about 
arranging the funeral, collecting the death certificate from the regis-
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try, drawing on the life insurance policies, notifying etc.' Elsie 
seemed reluctant to go anywhere. Aunt Eadie, his father’s sister sug-
gested she called the doctor out and get him to give her a tonic. Sed 
didn't know whether he was coming or going. It was at this point that 
a good Samaritan in the shape of Henry O’Neill came into the equa-
tion. He called round on his brand new Norton Dominator and of-
fered to run Sed around to complete his arrangements. At the end of 
a very busy twenty four hours Sed thanked Henry. 
"I couldn't have done it without you Henry!" 
"Think nothing of it Sed, people need all the help they can get at a 
time like this”. Incidentally, after the funeral, you know when things 
have settled down a bit, come round and have a bit of scran with us. 
That's an invitation from my old lady.  
"Thanks Henry, I'd love to. 
On the day of the funeral most of the relatives had arrived at the 
house. There was Eadie and husband Tom who had a dirty habit of 
spitting in the fire when at home where they had a coal fire. He was 
about to gob into the fire at Elsie's, when Eadie stopped him 
abruptly, reminding him that it was an electric fire and he could do  
himself an injury. Then there was Elsie's twin sister Alice and her 
husband Percy from Carlisle. Sed couldn't remember the last time he 
saw them. He recalled the nightmare journey on the train to visit 
them when he was about seven. He and his mother had to change 
trains at Carnforth, for some inexplicable reason they finished up in a 
siding in Nelson lanes. He recollected numerous other occasions 
when he and Elsie got on the wrong train, so when ever rail travel 
was ever mentioned Sed would suffer an attack of anxiety in his 
stomach. They had sent a cable to Lloyd via the shipping line. The 
news of his father's death would not be totally unexpected, and there 
no possibility that the line would fly him home even if he wanted to, 
which to Sed's mind given the choice was highly unlikely. Elsie had-
n't said much at all since George's death. She was keeping it all in. 
Eadie had said it wasn't a good sign. The doctor had put her on some 
tablets which had a sedative effect. She looked pale and seemed to 
have aged considerably over the last few days. The undertakers had 
asked them whether they would like to see George in the chapel of 
rest, but both declined and decided to remember him as he was. 
After a short ceremony at the church they followed the coffin to the 
graveside. The soil was piled high on either side of the grave with 
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the artificial grass covers draped down inside. The pall bearers low-
ered the coffin onto the webbing. At this point the minister the minis-
ter started to read from the book of common prayer. As Sed looked 
down into the grave he could see the lid of his grandmother’s coffin 
who had died twenty years earlier. He couldn't help wondering 
whether she would be a skeleton by now. 
"I am the resurrection and the life saith the Lord: He that believe in 
me, though he were dead, yet shall live..."Elsie leaned forward as the 
coffin was lowered and began to lose her footing. Sed struggled to 
hold her and at the same time keep his own balance. 
"I'm coming with you my love," she said surging forward carrying 
Sed with her. There were cries of alarm as they slid down onto the 
lid of the coffin. Sed felt as though he was in the middle of his worst 
nightmare as he lay spreadeagled with his mother screaming uncon-
trollably next to him. 
"I'm with you my darling for ever!" Sed felt terrified as he fought to 
retain his composure. 
"Come on mam for Christ's sake!" One of the gravedigger lowered 
himself into the grave and tried to prise her fingers away from the lid 
of the coffin. 
"Come on love, it's no use, you can't stay down here. Just let him go 
love," he said gently. "Let him go!" 
No one spoke on the way home in the funeral car. They were all 
traumatised by the events at the cemetery. Sed looked down at his 
soil covered suit and noticed that his hands still shook. A shiver ran 
the full length of his body, and For some reason he couldn't explain 
he was perched on the front of the rear seat reluctant ,or unable to sit 
back. He looked across at his mother she looked as though she was 
cast in wax. Her hair dishevelled with flakes of dirt and her hat clung 
precariously to the back of her head secured only by a solitary hat 
pin. When they arrived home Eadie and Alice helped her into the 
house, ushered her upstairs and put her to bed. 
Sed couldn't recall much of what went on during the funeral tea. The 
women were busy cutting sandwiches and pouring tea. Percy came 
over and put his arm around his shoulders and mumbled something 
about his father going to a better place, and in the absence of his big 
brother, he was the man of the house. Eadie offered to stay the night, 
but Sed said he'd be ok, but assured her he would ring her if he 
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needed any help. Eventually they all left with the men shaking his 
hand and the women smothering him with kisses with assurances 
that if he needed any assistance he only had to contact them. He put 
all the washed up dishes and cutlery away, then ran upstairs to see if 
his mother was all right. She was under the covers in what appeared 
to be a deep sleep. He peeled back the sheet to assure himself that 
she was still breathing then went down stairs and put on the televi-
sion. 
It must have been around 2am when Sed woke with a start to find his 
mother standing by the side of his bed looking like an apparition. 
"What am I going to do son?" 
"Come on mam, you shouldn't be out of bed, you'll catch cold." He 
ushered her back to her room and tucked her in. "Shall I get you a 
drink or something?" She shook her head as her eyes filled with tears 
"I miss him Sed." 
"I know, and I miss him to. Don't worry mam I'll look after you." 
"You’re a good boy Sed, I don't know what I would have done with-
out you". Sed kissed her on the forehead. 
"Try and get some sleep." Try as he might he couldn't get back to 
sleep, the happenings of the previous day haunted him. When he fi-
nally did get off he dreamt that the lid of his grandmother’s coffin 
opened and her skeleton climbed out and enveloped him as he lay 
across his fathers coffin, as he tried to shake her off he 
heard a scratching sound coming from under him and the rasping 
sound of laboured breathing....Oh my God, he's been buried alive. 
Sed woke up covered with perspiration to find Elsie standing over 
him again. 
"Don't do this to me mam." Sed led her back to her bed again, she 
seemed very unsteady on her feet, and smelt strongly of wisky. 
"Have you had a drink mam?" 
"I thought it might help me to sleep." Sed hoped it would. 
"D'you want some more? 
"No I'll be all right now Sed." 
"Ok, what time is it?" He switched on the bedside light and squinted 
at the clock. "Three thirty." He wished now he'd asked Eadie to stay 
because he wasn't coping at all well with this. 
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OIK EGGHEAD NEARLY POPS CLOGS AFTER  
COPPING NAKED NUN 

 
“It came up like a broomhandle – then I keeled over!” 
 
By Our Guest Reporter Kev Bludger of the Moonee Ponds Gazette 
 
Old fart Oik contributor Bob Wild PhD, BSc, BA, DiC Ed (71) of  
Levenshulme went to Venice for four days with three old fart mates. 
Wild knew the big pink gaff opposite was the convent of The Sacred 
Furry Hoop of Our Lady of Tagliatelli. He expected nowt worth 
ogling there and when he looked in the grounds he could see only an 
old trout in a long grey frock stroking a courgette. But things got 
better next day. Wild, up at sparrow-fart, strangled a darkie and was 
doing his jerks in front of the window when he saw a naked bint 
squirming about in the nunnery. He nearly shat (again). It was curva-
ceous convent cutie Melinda Macaroni aged 22, tits like cocoanuts 
and lips made for the pink oboe (see pic).   
 
Tit and muff 
 
But for short-sighted old git Wild it was just a smudge behind frosted 
glass. Although she was two hundred yards away Wild insists he saw 
a tit, a muff and even a mole on her arse. “It could have been a bea-
ver” he added with a cheeky nudge. Even though he’d just swal-
lowed his blood pressure pills he cracked a fat. “It shot up like a 
broom handle” he said  “Then things went sort of woosy. I thought 
I’d gone to heaven. I heard Kathleen Ferrier singing Kinderto-
tenlieder (Songs from South Pacific – Ed) and Stanley Holloway 
reading Albert Ate By Lions. A young nymphet in a miniskirt and a 
tight lycra top was bringing me an Anderson’s jumbo cod and chips 
wrapped in a Daily Herald celebrating VE day. And it wasn’t the 
only jumbo cod I was getting” he said with a leer grabbing at his 
crutch. “Then everything went black and I keeled over. When I came 
to she’d gone.” 
 
Ear-wax egghead 
 
Wild’s old fart mates weren’t convinced. They’d heard it all before. 
But he kept banging on about it. Things came to a head in the Cava 
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Vecchia (Old Cave) cafe. His ex shag, ear-wax egghead Woo Lynas 
(60), flipped her lid. She said he was a disgustin old perv who had 
form in this department. “Last week he said he saw the Virgin Mary 
in the Levenshulme Kwic Save in front of the fruit an veg pleasuring 
herself with a banana. He can’t name any three primes higher than 
10,000 (a form of bet like an accumulator – Ed) and doesn’t know 
the square root of 5041 (A new kind of carrot bred to fit in a box – 
Ed). When you ask him who’s the prime minister his eyes bulge and 
he foams at the mouth. It’s not funny; he needs help but I’ve got 
enough on my plate with my mum.” 
 

 
Sister Melinda Macaroni 

 
Beef bugle 
 
At the next table three toffee-nosed old cows were earwigging all 
this. Emmeline Farquarsen-fforde, head of Wop Art at Cheltenham 
Ladies College choked on a pastrami sausage as Wild described his 
swollen beef bugle “It was the first meat to pass her lips since the 
death of her hubby two months ago” said her friend Julia Smythe-
Hawkins-Fortesque. “They were Manchester oiks mainly except for 
one genteel lady whose demeanour, dress and accent proclaimed her 
one of us. She tried to suggest to the odious Wild that his lurid ac-
count was no more than an obscene fantasy. At this he bridled, as-
sumed a threatening aspect and said he was well pissed at being 
fucked about, that it was all fucking true and that if he had anymore 
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fucking aggro from her he’d fuck off back to Levensfuckinghulme. 
We’re all good Catholics and found the remarks grossly offensive. 
His account of Sister Macaroni’s exhibitionism was quite incredible. 
It was just as Wild described his member coming up like a broom 
handle that poor Emmy gulped greedily at the sausage and passed 
out. Wild came over and insisted that Heimlich Manhoeffer be al-
lowed to intervene. I considered his German friend just as unsavoury 
– he was wearing trainers and no tie. Emmy died some minutes later” 
 
Stiff Interview 
 
Captain Mussolini of the Venice Floating Squad turned up since the 
deceased tourist hadn’t paid her bill. He heard Wild’s account and 
ordered an immediate inquiry into the goings on in the convent. 
Monsignor Canelloni, the Pope’s special envoy interviewed the nuns. 
Since he was a fudge-packer it wasn’t a stiff interview. But this is 
what hot-arse Melinda had to say. 
 
Soaping boobies 
 
“I join nunnery last year after short spell street-walking. It not easy 
to look horny when you’re standing on a duckboard in wellies and a 
pacamac. Screen normally faces door coz I’m always being pestered 
by dykes. When I shower they come in to borrow Confessions of St 
Augustine or bring back Vol 74 of works of St Thomas Aquinas but 
they really just want to look at muff or stroke my arse. That morning 
I knew they’d be praying so I put screen in front of window. I was 
just soaping my boobies when I look over top of screen and see glint 
in the opposite window in flat of Giuseppi Giua. Giua and his mates 
are chocolate chimneysweeps so I get no doggin from that direction. 
But this time I see another geezer. He staring hard in my direction. 
He doing some domestic chore but from size of handle I’d say his 
broom was quite small. I reckoned he was copping a perv and possi-
bly even jerkin his gherkin.” (the sexy signorina has just returned 
from a short stay at the convent of Santa Maria della Fetuccini con 
Funghi at Wagga Wagga.) “Then he fell over.” 
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Pope with broomhandle 

 
A bonzer sheila 
 
The Pope was told straight away and made an announcement in Latin 
which our Vatican correspondent Baz Murdoch has translated: 
 
“Melinda’s a bonzer sheilah an no mistake. If she can get an old fart 
like that to crack a fat at two hundred yards then that counts as mira-
cle number one in my book. I’d have her in my gaff here in the Vati-
can if the place wasn’t full of turd burglars. I’m beatifying her 
straight away. One more miracle and she’s a friggin saint like me and 
padre Pio. With immediate effect I’m making her the convent top 
bitch. As for Wild, what can I say? May God have mercy on arse-
holes” 
 
By kind permission of The Venice Sunday Sport – May 8 2004 
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COLIN AND DAVE HAVE A GO 
Brett Wilson 

 
Dave was a singular man, and although his likeable traits numbered 
many, suffering fools gladly was not one of them. In defence of him, 
it must be said, that he always attempted to make the best of situa-
tions by pursuing his objectives with great energy. However, the re-
sult of this behaviour was a perception by those around him that here 
was an insensitive bastard who would take advantage of any situa-
tion at the slightest sign of an opportunity. Colin did not share this 
view. The fact that Colin found himself doing most of the menial 
work, and often enduring brickbats and barbs aimed at  Dave, when 
one of his money-making schemes went awry, did not alter his un-
shakeable optimism and sense of trust. Dave could not have found a 
more useful companion if he had pulled a thorn from the paws of a 
lion. 
Now one day, Dave was monologizing as usual, sitting around the 
lunch-table with Colin, interspersing his reminiscences with under-
the-breath jokes about various people he knew, when he suddenly 
came to a halt, mid-sentence, as he often did when inspired, stood up 
and said: 
"That's it!" 
"Eh!" said Colin, who had been observing a wilted avocado leaf be-
hind Dave's ear, which had been threatening to drop from its desic-
cated branch for the last half hour. 
"I think we need to put this place on a spiritual footing. The world 
has become too materialistic, I think you will agree. There are lots of 
punters out there who will pay coin of the realm for a genuine yogi 
with all the right credentials. Remember 'In the Footsteps of the 
Buddha'? It's all a question of attitude. A man can achieve instant 
enlightenment if his karma has ripened enough. Then the dosh comes 
rolling in." 
"But what if we can't find a yogi?" 
"Not to worry. I can always step into the breach!" 
At this, the avocado plant seemed to give a shudder and drop its 
wilted leaf, which lightly came to rest in the plant pot beneath. 
"Terrific!" shouted Colin, smiling wildly. 
Two months later in a hushed back-room at the same address, Dave 
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(known to his disciples as Bagwan Sri Da Love Juice-ananda) was 
giving an informal talk on the subject of his past life, to a small de-
voted group. The master had practised many careers and had lived a 
full life. The great one had once been a stage hypnotist and had later 
played keyboard, producing several volumes of his own Bontempi 
organ melodies (never released). It was while he was generating an 
excruciatingly long middle A on his instrument, that he had received 
divine illumination. 
"What are the great problems of life?" said Dave. "Would anybody 
like to answer that question?" There was a silence. "The problems 
are always the same:  What is the meaning of life? Why are we here? 
Where are we going?" He paused. "Anybody?" There was total si-
lence. "There was a time when I thought about these questions a 
great deal. I thought about them when I was doing my everyday 
business, I thought about them while completing the household 
chores.... I even thought about them while I was thinking." 
While the talk was going on, Colin was sitting quietly in a corner 
wondering how long he was going to have to sit on the floor, since 
his back was hurting. His scalp was also sore. Colin had shaved his 
head in an attempt to look Zen-like, but since his head resembled an 
old spud, he was wondering if this had been such a good idea. 
The congregation became even more hushed. Dave was pursing his 
lips, and his eyeballs had lifted heavenward, until they revealed only 
the whites. Colin had not seen anything like this since Dave had 
jumped on his new bicycle without realising that the saddle had 
fallen off.  
"Ummm, tea I think." said Dave. "Lemon Zinger with a hint of cin-
namon for that cosmic touch." He nodded at Colin. 
"Great!" said Colin "Milk and two sugars?" 
After the intermission, in which Colin did a passable imitation of the 
usherette at the cinema, Dave began his main discourse. 
"One must remember ...." began Dave. 
"One must remember ...." repeated Colin. 
"The importance of meditation ...." 
"The importance of meditation ...." 
"Will you shut up?!!" said Dave angrily. 
"What about illumination?" came a voice from the floor. 
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"Well I usually go for yer standard sixty or hundred watt, but candles 
are nice." 
"Do you levitate?" 
"Not in public." 
"Do you get messages? Do you ever see the future?" 
"From the other side you mean? Not since I sent back my mobile 
phone. But seriously, I once did get a direct message from God." 
"Really?" 
"Yes. England was playing Cameroon in the quarterfinals of the 
World Cup, and we were losing. Then I heard this voice telling me 
not to worry, England was going to win this one. I just sat back and 
relaxed then, because this voice had told me with total authority that 
England was going to win. Of course they did win." 
"How do you explain it?" 
"Well, for a start, England had a better mid-field…." 
But before his audience could ponder the full wisdom of Dave's 
words, there was a loud knock at the door and two men strode in, the 
first wearing a jacket that was twenty years too young for him, and 
the second in need of a haircut and a shave, carrying a video-camera. 
"The games up Sri Da Love Juice-ananda, alias Carl Swarzts, aka 
Steve the Shiv, or should I call you Hans Grunner?" 
"Eh? Who are you?" exclaimed Dave. 
"Don't come the innocent with me Hans, I'm Mike Henderson from 
Daybreak Television. We feel the public should know just what 
you've been getting up to!" 
"But I'm not Hans Gruber, or whatever you call him ...." 
"Very good Hans, but perhaps you’d better save it for the police. I'm 
sure they'd like to know how you conned several old people out of 
thousands by pretending to be their long lost child, or how in the 
eighties you were busy operating a scam to swindle well known city 
banks of their foreign investments!" 
"No look! Honestly! This is a big mistake!" said Dave, slightly rais-
ing his hands. Mike Henderson flinched theatrically. 
"Don't get violent! Did you get that on film Brian?" 
"I'm going to make some tea." said Dave, trying to look calm, but 
fast losing his remaining composure. 
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"You can run, but you can't hide Hans!" shouted Mike Henderson, 
following Dave out of the room, along the hallway and into the 
lounge, the cameraman following swiftly behind. 
By this time, most of the disciples had become alarmed and were 
looking for their coats. Colin heard one of them say: 
"He looked like such a nice man." A sweet little old lady hurried past 
with her friend, making clucking sounds. Her lips were pursed in 
disapproval, as if she was trying to suck a mint imperial through a 
straw. 
Colin went through the lounge and into the kitchen where Mike 
Henderson continued to harass Dave until they ran out of film for the 
camera. Dave had decided that he wanted to look as normal as possi-
ble and so he had removed his orange robe and was now walking 
around in Bermuda shorts and a faded Che Guevara T-shirt. 
It later transpired that Daybreak TV had made a mistake and chosen 
the wrong fake mystic. Apparently, there were several in the area. 
Anyway, it seemed to deter anyone from coming back to the Ash-
ram, except Colin, who couldn't figure out why it was so quiet. After 
this debacle, Dave was a little more wary about risking himself in 
such a venture.  And if I might be allowed to put the story aside for a 
while I will tell you several other no less diverting tales before re-
turning to a series of events which occurred soon after, in which 
Dave risked much less, a story which prominently featured the ever 
optimistic Colin.  
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Oiku: Last Orders. (Dave Birtwistle) 
 
Monday was always a slack day. With few customers the barman 
found other jobs to occupy himself. He would polish the brasses and 
the glasses, seek out nooks and crannies and search for stains and 
miniscule spots of grease. He worked with energy and concentration 
as if he were blocking out all thoughts of life beyond this walled 
space. Indeed, he was dreading the moment he had to call Thank you 
gentlemen, time please. Let's be having you for, in truth, he had no 
home to go to. 
 
Oiku: In for the long haul. (Dave Birtwistle) 
 
On the upper reaches of the mountainside in the remote tribal region 
on the Afghan/Pakistan border lies a plateau undetected by satellite 
reconnaissance. Amid clouds of dust the huge American helicopter 
landed more men and equipment. They were crack troops. The cave 
system was a maze running for two hundred miles. On the river Dane 
near Jodrell-Bank, the fisherman pulled in another trout. Behind him 
the small, limestone cave was hidden by bracken and gorse. That 
nice Asian man who spent his holidays there paid handsomely for 
fresh food and promised to pay his poaching fines in the closed sea-
son. 
 
 
Oiku: Modern Times (Horace Dilnutt) 
 
Jean-Paul was up the Eiffel tower. He'd been reading that Hegel 
again and trying to figure out the meaning of existence. Most people 
thought he was on the brink anyway. His left eye looked down and 
this caused a bout of nausea. The right eye looked over the rooftops 
to Notre Dame. Something rang a bell. He began to realise what a 
short gap there was between being and nothingness. "If I jump now, 
it would prove........." "No! I never took them ladders back and I don't 
want our Simone's Nicole thinking I'm a cochon voleur like that 
kraut Heidegger." 
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JOE 
Ray Blyde 
 
He stood before the mirror 
And there to his surprise 
He couldn’t pull his stomach in 
It was an awful size 
His measurements he could recall 
So many years ago 
Were those of Mr. Universe 
But now its two ton Joe. 
 
To remedy the problem 
He thought he'd sell his car      
And give himself more exercise 
By running in the park 
At six thirty every morning 
So dark as dark can be 
Joe went without his glasses 
And ran into a tree. 
 
He blacked his eyes 
And cut his nose 
He was a ghastly sight 
His trousers split right down the back 
Then from left to right 
But not deterred in any way 
Our hero had decided 
Come hail or rain or even snow 
His outsize tummy had to go. 
 
So once again he set off 
It was a painful slog 
He covered half the journey 
Then was set on by a dog 
Fear made Joe run faster 
Than he'd ever run before 
Eventually exhausted 
He collapsed upon the floor. 
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So the moral to this story 
There must be one I’m sure 
Joe has made his mind up 
To exercise no more 
His doctors recommended 
He's almost sure to try it 
Instead of running round the block 
Stick to a rigid diet. 

 
 
Oiku: Vanishing Point  (Horace Dilnutt) 64 words 
 
He felt lost. Something was missing in his life. He wanted to get 
away from it all, to disappear and find something new and ultimately 
challenging. He wanted to leave behind the mundane and face up to 
the big mysteries of life. He packed his bags, bought a ticket and 
checked in as one of only two passengers aboard the merchant ship 
"Marie Celeste'. 
 
Oiku: Narrowing the Gap (Bob Wild) 100 words 
 
Single parent Charlene sat on the sofa in her condemned council flat, 
idly watching The Queen's Speech on TV. Her grizzling baby sat and 
shat in her lap. Her "Ex", a refuse collector, on strike against wage- 
cuts couldn't pay the child support. The bejewelled, Ermine-draped 
Queen, surrounded by impervious red-robed Lords, proclaimed her 
Prime Minister's intention to "narrow the gap between rich and 
poor". Speech over, The Queen re-read her annual public income 
cheque whilst Charlene re-read her TV licence prosecution sum-
mons. The Queen popped her £8-million cheque into her purse. 
Charlene popped her head into the gas oven. 
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THE BEST JOB I EVER HAD 
Kevin Bludger 

 

I got to know Toshiro Ozu when he was on holiday in Sydney. He 
was the Services Manager at Osaka General Hospital. He never 
really spoke English too well but I soon got him to a pitch where he 
could order two beers. We used to meet up in The Fortunes of War 
down by The Rocks under the Harbour Bridge. He’d yell, just like an 
Ocker, “Two VBs darn ere mite!!” and if, as usual, the service 
wasn’t as quick or as servile as in Osaka he’d add: “In yer own time 
baarman!!” 

Then, returning the compliment, he invited me over to see him in 
Japan. He said he could get me a temporary job in the ozzie and gave 
me a tour of the place. It was big but very few westerners visited. 
Even so he was proud of the new signs he’d got made for the Gynae-
cology Unit. He’d convinced the big boss that he was a fluent Eng-
lish speaker.  

I nearly strangled a darkie (ie defecated – Ed) when I saw the sign. 
Just then the top dog himself came up and Tosh introduced me say-
ing I was looking for work.  

“Ah Kev-San! Gleetings! And what department you like work in?” I 
muttered something in my pidgin Japanese and pointed at the sign. 
“Ah so! That vely important work. You will accompany consultant at 
all times and photoglaph all plocedures with Nikon camela. Also 
there are many power cuts when you will hold torch for consultant” 

Some Aussie pop group was performing that night; there’d been an 
accident on the stage. Then bugger me, next day, my first on the unit, 
who should come in on a trolley but Kylie Minogue! 

I can’t reproduce my entire portfolio in a family mag like the Oik – 
but I did take a snap of the sign. 
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SMIRNOFF AND LIME 
Joe McCarthy 

There’s a vodka called Smirnoff you can drink with or without ice 
I don’t bother personally but many say it’s very nice 
You can have it with lemonade or what you feel like at the time 
But never kiss a girl who drinks Smirnoff with lime 

It was in the seventies and Slade were number one 
The love of my life had left me, she was well and truly gone 
All alone at a party what was I to do 
When along came my mate’s sister and we had a dance or two 

We rocked on the dancefloor as Noddy bellowed out 
There was no chance of sweet talk as we would have to scream or 
shout 
But the chemistry was there as the music changed to slow 
But before we could kiss the lady had to go 

I don’t know if I called or maybe she rang me 
We’ll go to the pictures there’s a film I’d like to see 
We’ll meet in the Eagle or perhaps the Penny Black 
And the weather’s not looking good so don’t forget your mac 

No real names required so I’ll call her Flossy Fluffy 
So forward and exciting and never ever stuffy 
And now I’m going to meet her for our very first date 
With her words in my ears saying “you’d better not be late” 

The film was called Jaws about a great white shark 
We sat in the back seat and it went really dark 
Then she put her hand well above my knee as the head fell from that 
boat 
She screamed out loud and I went ouch and thought I’d get my coat 

Well I was only eighteen but my voice had never broke 
But after that awful scream I spoke like a bloke 
She let go immediately as the tears fell from my eyes 
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And then rather expertly she rearranged my flies 

I got rather frightened as she tore into my neck 
She’s decided I was her ship but I was just a wreck 
And when she went for my face I was filled full of fear 
For God’s sake get me to the pub I really need a beer 

I never seen the end of the film as I had a pain in my crutch 
Perhaps I exaggerate. It didn’t hurt that much 
But we got back to the Eagle well before they called time 
And that’s when she ordered a large Smirnoff with lime. 

As she was my date I know I had to pay 
And when she knocked it back in one what could I say? 
Her glass went back on the bar and the Smirnoff came off the shelf 
And I thought well I’m paying I’ll have a pint myself 

When the night ended we went for the bus 
Flossy was on the number three and I didn’t want a fuss 
But she stuck her tongue in my mouth, it really was a crime 
I didn’t mind the Smirnoff but I couldn’t stand the lime 

Now all these years later did I misunderstand? 
Perhaps I loved someone else and my head was in the sand 
And as I stand here at the bar and the landlord calls out time 
I still say never kiss a girl who drinks Smirnoff with lime 

 
Oiku: Talkies (Joseph McCarthy) 100 words 
 
The man with the theatrical manner took a long pull on his cigarette. 
"So there I was at this posh gaff in LA. Anyway I'm drinking cham-
pers when Richard, or Dick as I call him, comes up to me, and says, 
All this nonsense is due entirely to you, old boy. Well blow me down 
if Elizabeth, Liz to me, didn't come up, put her arms round me and 
say Darling. Thank you. You were wonderful. By the way, just hold 
on to this for me would you?   Well I ask you................Have you 
ever felt the weight of an Oscar?
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GOING EQUIPPED 
Gilbert Harrington 

 

Did Kevin and Colin McDermott, self-confessed drug addicts, decide 
to do the Black Horse? Why else would they be on the corner of 
Adelphi street and the Crescent at 6.00 am on a Monday morning on 
the 4th of September, gloved up and with a four foot scaffold pole? 
And if they did leave the house at 4.30am why did it take them an 
hour and a half to cover the mile to the pub? Pensioners with Zimmer 
frames go faster than that. Well there’s lots of reasons if you think 
about it. 

The McDermott brothers are 27 and 26 with only 11 months between 
them. They are inseparable. One night Kev meets a girl at a party and 
arranges to see her at the Black Horse at 6.00 am the next day (or 
possibly the same day if the party goes on after midnight – but nei-
ther lawyer explores this aspect.) Col comes along too. Why not? He 
wears a pair of dirt-caked industrial/gardening gloves (exhibit A) 
because his hands are cold. We can imagine the meeting. 

“Ah Penelope! How nice of you to come. It’s so much better renew-
ing our acquaintance in the deserted and romantically misty street in 
front of this fine Victorian hostelry away from the noisy, smoke 
filled disco. This is my brother Colin. We are inseparable.” 

“Pleased to meet you Penelope. Kev has told me so much about 
you..” 

“Col! You disgusting oaf! For chrissakes take that filthy glove off 
before extending your hand to Penelope!!” 

“Er..oops! Sorry Kev!” 

But before this could happen the interferin bizzies turn up don’t they. 
Driver PC Burns and his young colleague Anastasia Fitzgerald are 
cruising down Chapel street when they see Kev standing on the cor-
ner leaning on the railings looking across the junction. He hears the 
car and looks to his left. Anastasia smells a rat and as the car crosses 
Oldfield road she looks left to see Col parking a scaffold pole in the 
doorway of the Black Horse pub. She tells Burns to do a U turn and 
they finish up pointing the way they came alongside Col who has 
walked round the corner away from the doorway. They both see him 
drop the gloves although only Anastasia saw him park the pole. 
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Burns puts him in the car while Anastasia recovers the pole and 
questions Kev who is still leaning on the railings. They both claim 
that they have come to meet Kev’s bird. And the pole? Col’s had 
notten to do with no pole. He was in the doorway doing a ciggie. 
And the gloves? Yes, he did drop the gloves because he knows that 
wearing gloves at that time in the morning is suspicious and makes 
you likely to get pulled. Socialites staggering out of the Midland in 
the early hours would do well to remember this. Oh, and don’t pick 
up any scaffold poles either. 

The charge isn’t burglary, or attempted burglary, but going equipped 
for burglary. The pole and the gloves are evidence enough. But who 
do we believe? This earnest young lady cop who bridles slightly 
when the defence puts it to her that she never saw Col with the pole, 
or Col who has never seen the pole and has had nothing to do with it 
and was in the doorway doing a roll-up? Col and Kev have a barris-
ter each. The defence team is always nearest to the jury so it seems 
like they’ve got all the psychological advantages as well as being 
two against one. The prosecution, as usual, has the characteristic air 
of surprised disdain – as if you’d just walked on his new carpet in 
dirty boots. His eyebrows almost disappear into his wig in feigned 
astonishment. 

“Why, if you were going to meet a girlfriend, would you take your 
brother with you?”  

“We do everything together”  

“And why would you be wearing a pair of dirty old gardening 
gloves?”  

“Them was all I had – me hands were cold” Etc etc. 

It is the defence which is turning on the rhetoric and playing on our 
passions. Barrister Lunt, for Col, vehemently asserts that a car doing 
25 miles an hour through that junction is covering 60 yards a second 
and that the lying cow in the passenger seat couldn’t have seen Col 
with a pole. I do a quick sum; 60 yards a second is over 120 miles an 
hour. What do I do? Burst out laughing? Put my hand up? Shout 
“Bollocks!”? Maybe I’ll send out a question for clarification when 
we get into the jury room. But the judge’s brow is creased too. He 
can’t do the sums but he remembers something off the back of the 
Highway Code and points out this error in his summing up. 
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Kev is on the stand now and is facing the terrifying faux naïve ques-
tioning by the prosecution.  

“Why did it take an hour to cover the mile from home to the pub?”  

“Maybe it wasn’t an hour. I’ve not got a watch. We did leave at 
4.30am though” And they were picked up at 6.00am but let that pass. 
Kev now modifies his written statement of six months ago. It wasn’t 
a girlfriend but a friend who was also a girl. The prosecution doesn't 
point out that in common parlance “his bird” means his girlfriend as 
opposed to a friend who is a girl. The girl is in fact a prostitute who 
is coming home from work, hence the time, and she owes Kev £15. 
Of course anyone would get up at 4.30am and walk a mile for £15. It 
all fits!  

A few minutes later the defence is ripping into Anastasia because she 
says on the stand that Kev was moving up the street when she ques-
tioned him whereas in her statement of six months ago she says he 
remained leaning on the railings. She admits this error but the de-
fence is winding up into an apoplectic rage. He’s putting it to her that 
the whole account is a tissue of lies. No-one is putting anything to 
Col except that his description of the early morning mist doesn’t 
quite tie in with standing in the doorway doing a ciggie to get out of 
the wind. But nobody remembers that either. Already five women 
members of this nine women jury are convinced that Kev and Col 
are innocent victims of police harassment, that they look touchingly 
vulnerable and anxious in the dock, that nobody would be stupid 
enough to break a door down in broad daylight, that there were no 
marks on the door, that, yis, prostitutes do work late and could be 
around at 6.00 am. One innocent soul even imagines that Col is 
twitching and scratching in the dock because his mum has washed 
his tee shirt in the wrong powder. No-one mentions possible with-
drawal symptoms. Perhaps I’m just a jaundiced old cynic out of 
touch with modern moeurs. I’d be more inclined to believe the 
brothers if they’d simply said they felt like a walk. For instance I’d 
be more than adequately persuaded by something like this. Kev 
speaks from the stand: 

“Since we’d become unemployed five years earlier Colin and I had 
been studying Greek philosophy. I was still on the PreSocratics while 
Col, seeking to imitate Pascal, was attempting to derive the first ten 
books of Euclid without reference to the originals. That Sunday 
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night, September 3rd 2000, I had wrestled with the paradoxes of 
Zeno. My mind filled with terror at the sudden realisation that 
movement was, if not impossible, then certainly problematic. I got 
up in a cold sweat about 4.30am and went downstairs. A light was on 
in the greenhouse. Col had run into a similar crux apropos of the cy-
clic quadrilateral. He was distractedly potting a valuable new orchid 
he’d found in the street. ‘This Greek stuff certainly does your head in 
Col!’ I remarked ‘and a spliff only makes things worse. Let’s imitate 
the Peripatetic philosophers and go for a walk.’ ‘Suits me’ said Col 
wiping his brow with his mud-caked glove. ‘I fact’ I went on excit-
edly ‘We might try a practical exegesis of the Achilles and the Tor-
toise paradox. Our destination is the Black Horse on the Crescent. I 
shall walk there slowly at the speed of a tortoise and when I’m half 
way there I’ll mark a line on the road and ring you on my mobile. 
You will then set off from home and run as fast as you can. When 
you reach the line I will have moved a further few yards and will 
mark another line. You will then run to this new mark, but by then I 
will have moved a bit further. And so on. We shall see, since this 
series is unending, if indeed you are unable to overtake me as Zeno 
predicts’. We set off into the cold misty dawn. I duly rang Col about 
an hour later but the mad bastard had forgotten my instructions and 
instead of being arrested by Zeno’s implacable logic sped past my 
impersonation of a tortoise at high speed. I raced after him. We ar-
rived together at the Black Horse and I leaned on the railings uncon-
vinced by this quite untheoretical rebuttal. Something had clicked in 
Col’s head however and, uttering some arcane proposition concern-
ing the external angle of a cyclic quadrilateral and its internal and 
opposite angle, he seized a nearby scaffold pole and was about to 
inscribe the explanatory diagram on the paving stones outside the 
pub. It was at this point that the cops turned up and interrupted our 
researches with ‘Hey! Wot are you two fuckers up to then? You’re 
going equipped and no mistake! Into the car you thievin toerags!!’ 
Col and I had grown up in a rough district and knew the limitations 
of police mentality and even more those of the judicial process. ‘It’s 
no good telling the truth to a half baked jury of Salford housewives’ 
I’d said to Col ‘If we are nabbed we’ll say we are meeting a street-
walker who owes us fifteen quid which we need for drugs. They’ll 
buy that for sure’. And that was the account I gave to policewoman 
Anaxagoras Anaximander your honour.’ 

Surely no scholar or gentleman could find this other than utterly 
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convincing. 

Me and an old bus driver are solid for guilty. A woman psychiatric 
worker, lets call her Nurse Ratchett, is eloquent for guilty too. A 
young lad is unsure. An almost hysterical woman from Bramhall 
thinks they’re guilty too but finds the smoke in the jury room stifling 
and has to whip out her ventilator. Two other girls think Kev and Col 
are up to no good but don’t want to bang them up for something this 
trivial. I float the notion that far from being banged up we’ll all be 
doing more hours “community service” in this bleedin jury room 
than either Kev or Col will get even if they’re found guilty. The 
whining females wear down the waiverers with their irreconcilable 
doubts. They’d have no trouble agreeing with Hume that we can’t be 
certain the sun will rise tomorrow. The young lad caves in. But we’re 
still nowhere near unanimous and never will be as long as I’m here. 
We go in again and are instructed to try for a ten two majority. Back 
in the room for another three hours. Mrs Bramhall, flipping her lid 
now as she learns we’re in here till we reach a decision (or until 
we’re summonsed again) says why don’t we all agree on something - 
guilty or not guilty just get it over with. At this point we’re 9 not 
guilty 3 guilty. Me, the busdriver and Nurse Ratchett are holding out. 
I ask Mrs Bramhall if she’d go guilty if it was the other way around. 
She says yes. Nurse Ratchett is still hanging in there but seems dis-
turbed to learn that a 9 –3 will result in a retrial. We go home after 
asking for more time tomorrow but I can see which way it is going to 
go.  

Next day the young lad turns up wearing a tee shirt showing a picture 
of Robert de Niro in Taxi Driver. We have a laugh over that. But 
does he see the irony? This dithering, credulous stooge sports the 
emblem of Travis Bickle, the vigilante who decided to clean up New 
York single handed because he thought the cops were too soft. Nurse 
Ratchett gives in immediately but feels impelled to come out with 
some specious justification for her change of heart. Col and Kev 
walk free. As they jubilantly leave the court they politely thank the 
jury. See? What nice kids! We were right all along!  
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NOBODY HOME.  
Colin Wilson 
 
There's a lion in the kitchen, 
And it's eating all the bread. 
It's got friendly with the chimpanzee, 
That craps in the bed. 
One day I'll get a gun, 
And shoot those two bastards dead. 
There's a lion in the kitchen, 
And it's screwing up my head. 
 
There's a rhino in my hallway, 
That keeps sleeping on the stairs. 
It urinates frequently, 
On the polar bears, 
So they moved it to the living room, 
And they've taken all the chairs. 
There's a rhino in my hallway, 
And it's giving me grey hairs. 
 
SOME DAYS I WONDER, 
JUST WHAT I COULD DO, 
IF I DID NOT LIVE, 
IN THIS INSANE ZOO. 
 
There's a camel in my bedroom, 
And I asked him his name. 
He wouldn't give an answer, 
But I liked him all the same. 
He lets me burn the hospital, 
And keeps taking all the blame. 
There's a camel in my bedroom, 
And it's living in my brain. 
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BRADDOCK GOES TO OXFORD 
Stefan Jaruzelski 

 
I leaned out of the open cockpit of our Tiger Moth DH 82A and 
jabbed my gloved hand downwards at the scurrying flock of gowns 
and mortar boards. 
“Look Brad” I yelled “Arseholes!” 
“No George” growled Brad over the roar of our Gipsy Major engine 
“It’s not Our Souls it’s All Souls. You’ve got to get these things 
right. We’re going to be meeting some of the cleverest men in the 
world who’ll be filling us in on a very important mission.” He 
pointed as we banked round “And in front of it you can see the Rad-
cliffe Camera”. 
Sergeant Matt Braddock VC and bar was one of the RAF’s greatest 
pilots. I was his navigator George Bourne. Brad’s eyesight never 
failed to astonish me. I could just about make out a bloke taking pic-
tures but how did Brad know his name was Radcliffe? He must have 
read it off the collar of the man’s mac. 
We landed on Christ Church Meadow. An officious looking bloke in 
a bowler hat approached. 
“I’m a bulldog” he said. 
“Like Winston?” I quipped. “And I’m Jack Russell”  
He scrutinized our uniforms; his nose turned up at our sergeants’ 
stripes. Then he goggled at Brad’s medal ribbons. 
“You’ve no right landing on this field. It’s reserved for the Wayn-
flete professor of Metaphysical Philosophy - and if you’re him I’m a 
monkey’s uncle. In fact I think you’re both German spies. I don’t 
suppose you realise it Wolfgang,” he said pointing at Brad’s ribbons, 
“but you’ve awarded yourself the VC and bar.” 
“Donner und blitzen!” ejaculated Brad “Ich bin ein dumkopf!” 
We were locked in the porter’s lodge at Merton college. I got out a 
Rover and settled down to read. Brad produced The Eccentricities of 
Cardinal Pirelli inscribed ‘from Ronnie to Matt’. That was another 
thing about Brad – he was never off the job. Even here, banged up as 
a spy, he was mugging up on tyre technology. 
The bulldog came in looking sheepish.  
“There isn’t a current Waynflete professor but professor Ryle, who’ll 
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be the next one, informs me he’s expecting two RAF pilots. Are you 
Group Captain Haddock?” 
“Yes, that’s me” said Brad “Sorry about that little leg-pull Winston. 
Which way’s All Souls then?” 
The bulldog escorted us across the quad. As we trekked down the 
stone corridors of All Souls we bumped into another RAF pilot, Fly-
ing Officer Johns. He was working on propaganda to be dropped on 
Poland. He showed us a manuscript entitled Biggles wyciąga go.  
“God knows how this’ll go down” he sighed “It’s some Polish 
plumber’s translation. I’m supposed to check it. These buggers at All 
Souls think everybody speaks all European languages. I might ask 
Izzy to give it a butchers. What you doing here?” 
“Don’t know yet” said Brad “They’ve sent us two copies of Sein und 
Zeit by some kraut nutter but I couldn’t get into it” 
“You read German?” 
“I did an ONC in it at night school. And you pick up a bit listening to 
radio intercepts from night fighters” 
“My man Jorge Jaruzelski could have a crack at it if you like. He had 
to leave Poland in a hurry but his little lad Stefan’s still there in 
Lodz. Not much more than a toddler but he’s already saved twenty 
Jews, from Auschwitz, shot a couple of SS officers and blown up a 
Panzer tank.” 
 
Finally we entered the rooms of the Waynflete professor. There were 
three blokes in armchairs drinking wine. You could see straight away 
they were clever sods. They were all thin as rakes with very pointy 
noses.  
“Ah Group Captain Haddock!” said one of them. “Let me introduce 
Freddie Ayer who’s Language Truth and Logic I’m sure you know, 
Jack Austin who’s with MI6 at the moment but used to work here at 
the University and myself, Gilbert Ryle seconded to military intelli-
gence for the duration” 
“Where’s Wayne?” I asked. 
“Thanks Gilbert” said Brad “But I’m a sergeant not a group captain 
and the name’s Braddock. This is my navigator George Bourne” 
“I took that uniform to be a disguise Captain Haddock” said Ayer 
“Especially when I saw the VC ribbon. Bulldog Bradshaw thought so 
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too.” 
“I hardly think the opinion of Bulldog Bradshaw constitutes an ade-
quate verification of the entity Ayer” chipped in Austin “Indeed the 
slovenly use of language by most Bulldogs militates against any re-
cruitment of their utterances in argument”. 
“Jack!” exploded Ayer “You nitpicking pipsqueak! You’re like a dog 
that can’t run who bites the legs of better dogs who can.” 
“Gentlemen! Let’s not get bogged down in such matters! Would you 
like a drink Squadron Leader? I’m afraid all I can offer is a 1928 
Chateau Lafite from the college cellars.” 
“I don’t drink alcohol” said Brad “It’s bad for the eyes. Wouldn’t 
mind a nice cuppa though” 
“Wouldn’t we all Captain Pollock” said Ayer “Since our odd job 
man Hargreaves was called up we’ve not been able to get any water 
out of the tap – hence the wine” 
“It really is quite beastly” said Austin “Filthy French stuff. I’m sure 
it’s rotting my mind. It’s like being at King’s Cantab” 
“Mind?” queried Ryle “There’s no such thing – even in your head 
Jack – a brain…perhaps – or then again perhaps not” 
Brad crawled under the sink, fished a pair of pliers out of his battle-
dress and tinkered at the pipework. 
“Try that” he said, getting up again. 
Austin grabbed the tap. Nothing. Brad reached over and a jet of wa-
ter splashed out. 
“Taps turn on anticlockwise professor” he said. 
“It’s a miracle!” said Ayer “But how..?” 
“Hargreaves must’ve removed the isolation valve handle after jam-
ming it shut” explained Brad 
“Praps he didn’t want to join the Pioneer Corps. I just yanked it open 
by twisting the spindle with my pliers” 
“How extraordinary!” said Austin examining the implement. “It’s a 
double lever principle with two serrated jaws hinged about a ful-
crum. I’ve never seen anything like it. And if I separated the jaws 
would each be called a plier?” 
“Don’t be such an ass Austin!” butted in Ayer “If bulldog Bradshaw 
came to Warden Adams and said ‘I caught a student climbing over  
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the railings last night’, produced a ripped half-garment and went on 
to say ‘and this is his trouser’ Warden Adams would think the bull-
dog quite demented or possibly a German spy. You simply can’t 
have a singular trouser, a scissor or a spectacle.” 
“That’s because bulldog Bradshaw is a common oik. When my book 
on language appears such usage will become widespread among the 
educated elite – among whom, Ayer, I do not include you.” 
“Is Izzy on his way I wonder?” interjected Ryle. 
 “Who Izzy?” I whispered to Brad “Is he Izzy or izzn he Izzy?” 
“Stop arsing about George!” hissed Brad “You’re showing me up. 
Just listen! You might learn something. Remember these gigantic 
intellects are philosophy’s top dogs!” 
“Corporal Boner” Ryle went on, turning to me “Is that this week’s 
Rover I see in your pocket? Mine has not turned up and there are 
none to be found in Blackwell’s not even for ready money. I simply 
must know how Alf Tupper has gone on in the Empire Games 
against Skimba Ru.” 
“Take mine professor” I handed it over. 
“Most kind Boner” He pulled a book out of a nearby cupboard “I’d 
like you to have this in return. It’s a signed first of Russell’s Prin-
cipia Mathematica. I couldn’t make head nor tail of it, but I suppose 
your maths is pretty good being a navigator” 
I opened it at the first page.  
“Bloody hell Wayne!” I said “Some bugger’s written their name in 
it. Spoiled it that has. People’ll think I’ve pinched it.” 
Just then a rather podgy bloke with round black rimmed specs came 
in. Obviously not a philosopher. His nose was quite fat.  
“SosorryfrthedelayAyrRylAustnhadtoattendtofrifullyportanaphoneca
llfromWinston..” 
“Izzy do slow down. You’re not on the wireless now.” Ryle turned to 
us “This is Isaiah. He’ll be giving us some background on continen-
tal matters on which he is an expert. And this, Izzy, is Air Commo-
dore Haddock and his batman Boner. They’re in disguise” 
“Water’s back on Izzy” said Ayer “We were thinking of a cuppa. But 
where’s the teapot?” 
“I don’t see the need for such a superfluous intermediary” interjected 
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Austin “Just put the leaves in the kettle.” 
“That’d bugger it up” I blurted “In no time it’d be full of tannin and 
black as a nigger’s dick.” 
“Well in the cup then”  
“Jack, you are a silly tosspot!” said Ayer “You’d get a mouthful of 
tea leaves as you drained the cup” 
“Then obviously the solution is to contain the leaves in a small per-
meable sachet. After my book comes out this method will become 
widespread among the tea drinking cognoscenti” 
“What arrant nonsense!” said Ayer. 
“The teapot was smashed by Lord Russell during a debate” said Izzy. 
“His lordship proclaimed that to believe in God was like believing 
there was a teapot in orbit round the sun. Neither proposition could 
be proved nor disproved but both were equally preposterous. And at 
this point he snatched up the Waynflete teapot, whirled it round at 
arm’s length and hit the bust of Socrates.” 
“So that’s how his nose got broke off” I said. 
“No Socrates always had a nose like that, but the teapot was utterly 
destroyed.” 
“Coffee then” 
“Speaking of coffee I had a quite extraordinary concoction with Air 
Commode Foreskine-Knobworthy. I suppose you know him Had-
dock. He’d brought some beans back from Malta. There was an odd 
taste to it. He said all the public school men in the cabinet – Winston, 
Anthony, Clement went mad for it, like cats in catmint. Ernie Bevin, 
however, found it disgusting and I too thought it salty and viscous. I 
couldn’t understand what all the fuss was about. But de gustibus nil 
est disputandum…I believe bulldog Bradshaw has a bottle of Camp” 
“Ah! Nectar!” said Ryle picking up a phone. “And I suppose it’ll be 
the usual buttered crumpets for we three and Haddock, and… er… 
may I suggest a spam fritter for Corporal Boner?” 
“That’d be fine Wayne” I said “And if you could chuck in a con-
densed milk butty as well...” 
“What exactly is condensed milk?” asked Austin. 
“I don’t eat between meals” growled Brad “It’s bad for the colon.” 
“But if the proposed repast were designated a meal then you 
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wouldn’t be breaking your rule” Austin added. 
The bulldog came in with a tray bearing the bottle and six cups. 
“I say!” said Ayer “If we put a turban on Bradshaw and Austin 
donned jodhpurs and a pith helmet we’d have an exact replica of the 
Camp label – which is, as you know, a well-known example of the 
infinite regress since on the label is a servant holding a tray on which 
there’s a bottle of Camp…” 
“Yes Yes Ayer! How infantile!!” 
“Would such a tableau be a regress or an egress I wonder?” 
“To the matter in hand gentlemen. Isaiah will give us a short talk on 
dangerous developments in continental philosophy and their implica-
tions for post war Europe” 
“Yes, verwell then. Gevenin laze an genlmen this is the third pro-
gramme from…” 
“Izzy do calm down! There aren’t any laze here as you can see – 
unless Boner is a lesbian in uniform, and you’re not in Broadcasting 
House either” 
“Er..quite Ryle. As you say. Hmmm..Well France. Where to begin? 
Things in the homeland of the great enlightenment project of Vol-
taire, d’Holbach, Diderot, D’Alambert, Montesquieu and Toc-
queville, took a rather disturbing turn under the baleful influence of 
Jean Jacques Rousseau. Since then French philosophy, something of 
an oxymoron after the death of Descartes, became mired in the ego-
centric, anti-social, narrowly personal emotions engendered by the 
rising Romanticism. We see the emergence of Goethe, Schiller, 
Fichte, Schleiermacher, Schlegel, Schopenhauer, Hegel and Stirner, 
1789, the fall of the Bastille, the battle of Austerlitz in 1805, Napo-
leon and Josephine, then Tolstoy, Dostoievsky, Gogol, Pushkin, the 
General Theory of Relativity, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Richard Wag-
ner, Max Planck, Ludwig Boltzmann vindicated by Einstein’s 1905 
paper on Brownian Motion, the rise of Jimmy Cagney in White Heat, 
May West, WC Fields, Sarajevo, Marcel Proust writes A la recher-
che du temps perdu, George Formby clutches his little stick of 
Blackpool rock. On August the 23rd 1864 sweet and sour pork with 
fried rice makes its first appearance in a Paris restaurant. And that 
reminds me. My grandmother and two other Jewesses go to the 
Happy Bagel every day. They always complain about something. 
Last week the waiter rushed up as they worked through the main 
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course and asked: “Is anything all right?” As they were going out my 
grandmother said “The chicken was a disgrace! Quite inedible! And 
such small portions!” Then there’s my cousin Nathan who joined a 
suicide squadron and crashed his plane into his father’s scrap yard. 
Mrs Goldblatt and her son Hymie were on the beach when a giant 
wave swept Hymie out to sea. She looked up at the sky and wailed 
“Please Yaweh send back my little Hymie. I’ll be a good Jew, give 
up bacon, go to the synagogue every week” Suddenly there’s rumble 
and another giant wave deposits Hymie back on the beach. Mrs Gol-
blatt is overjoyed. Then she looks again at Hymie, frowns, stares up 
at the sky and shouts “He had a hat!” My uncle Shadrack who had 
Tourette’s disease always sang his favourite song at bar mitzvahs – it 
went “Old McDonald had a farm eee aye  eee aye  CUNT.” Well 
that’s it laze an genlmen, you’ve been a marvellous audience and I’d 
like to finish with a little song of my own “I’m dreeeeaming of a 
whiiiiite Christmaaas! Just like the ones we used to knoooooow…” 
“Oh dear!” said Ryle “Too much Lafite I’m afraid. Give him a nudge 
Austin, you’re nearest” 
Austin got up and slapped Izzy hard on the back. 
“Er…yes…existentialism…Jean-Paul Sartre is the twisted inheritor 
of this evil tradition. We here at All Souls are committed to enlight-
enment values and must note and even intervene if we see things 
going wrong. And, make no mistake, things are going wrong in Paris 
now under the influence of Sartre’s egregiously obscure L’Etre et le 
Neant and his nihilistically nonsensical novel La Nausée. If Sartre 
does become an icon for dispirited youth we predict a post-war 
France in which mindless work-shy drifters dressed in black polo 
necked sweaters declaim Baudelaire, drink absinthe, smoke dope and 
use women as the disposable instruments of sensual pleasure while 
an equally large constituency of enraged oiks succumbs to the bank-
rupt blandishments of totalitarian communism. There will be no sta-
ble government and unwinnable colonial rearguard actions in Algeria 
and Vietnam will result in a Bonapartist destruction of the democ-
ratic state under the aegis of megalomaniac autocrats like de Gaulle 
or Leclerc. So, what is to be done? We could simply bomb Sartre but 
since he lives in the densely populated left bank area of Paris this 
creates problems. Winston, the enthusiastic destroyer of Hamburg 
and Cologne has no scruples about bumping off a thousand or so 
decadent garlic-munching, Gitane-smoking, pastis-swigging lay-
abouts who inhabit this fetid sewer, but, as a keen water-colour prac-
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titioner, he would be devastated, and indeed justly invite the oppro-
brium of the whole civilized world should even a square inch of, say, 
Gericault’s Radeau de la Meduse or the Venus de Milo in the nearby 
Louvre were damaged by a badly aimed bomb. Group Captain Had-
dock would, no doubt, insist that such a sortie could succeed but we 
can’t take the chance. We have therefore, chosen a safer, secondary 
target tucked away in the hills of the Black Forest. Martin Heidegger 
is the true leader of the modern existential tendency. Sartre is a mere 
epigone, a pasticheur of the ideas of this satanic idealogue who was 
recently thrown out of the Nazi party for being too right wing. We 
thus plan to cut off all the heads of the Hydra by bombing Heidegger 
in his mountain retreat at Todtnau.”  
“I say Izzy isn’t that rather bad form?” interrupted Austin “Hardly 
cricket what? Bombing!? How about a robust review in Mind? 
Surely that would stop the blighter in his tracks” 
“This has been tried Jack” interjected Ryle “I reviewed Heidegger’s 
Sein und Zeit in Mind xxxviii in 1928 but the chap took absolutely no 
notice. That’s Nazis for you – immune to logical analysis.” 
“Yes but surely to go from a critical appraisal in Mind to bombing, 
without an intervening period of international peer review, might be 
considered a little extreme. I see this leading to fisticuffs in senior 
common rooms with philosophers brandishing pokers to make a 
point.” 
“This isn’t a debate Austin” broke in Izzy irritably “We’re trying to 
save western civilization. Don’t think you can cheerfully lounge 
about in the plush comfort of All Souls for ever, drinking Camp cof-
fee and writing the odd monograph on some inconsistencies in the 
work of F.H. Bradley, without considering the obligations attached 
to such a life in this earthly paradise” 
“Why don’t I join the SOE and knobble Sartre in his flat in rue 
Bonaparte?” said Ayer. 
“That may be a permissible response to some post-war insult Ayer, 
but bombing Heidegger is really the only way to save European de-
mocracy right now” said Izzy “I’m giving Air Commodore Haddock 
a list of books and recordings to thoroughly acquaint him with these 
dangerous ideas.” 
 
Brad seemed deep in thought as we stooged back to base.  He sud-
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denly tensed as he looked in the rearview mirror. For no apparent 
reason he pulled back the stick and gave the rudder a kick hard right. 
Then an Me 109 came screaming up behind with guns blazing. As it 
shot underneath us Brad pulled his service revolver out of his flying 
boot, stretched out his arm as we flew upside down and put a bullet 
through the 109’s canopy. I’d never seen anything like it. The Ger-
man plane crashed into a field and burst into flames. 
“Poor devil” said Brad. 
He remained unusually absorbed after we landed. We’d long ago 
given up playing darts since Brad would routinely finish a game of 
501 in three goes – first three treble twenties – then another three – 
then treble twenty, treble nineteen, double twelve. If the Brain’s 
Trust wasn’t on the wireless he’d usually be found in the engine bay 
helping to decoke a Merlin. Today he went straight to the camp li-
brary and looked along the shelves with Izzy’s list. Most of us never 
got past the Zane Greys and the Somerset Maughams (some Yanks 
had a secret stash of Hank Jansons) but there was a section in the 
back containing the complete works of Thomas Aquinas in 70 vol-
umes, editions of Locke, Berkeley and Hume, Jowett’s translations 
of Plato and then a big stretch of Leibniz, Kant, Hegel and all the 
other mad sods Izzy had recommended. 
“Pass that duster George” snapped Brad “These are covered in cob-
webs” 
Then we looked in the record library. It was mostly Vera Lynn, 
George Formby and Bing Crosby but Brad soon tracked down an-
other dusty archive with complete 78rpm sets of Wagner’s Ring, 
Lohengrin (Hitler’s favorite), Meistersinger, Dutchman, and Parsifal 
sung by Schwarzkopf, and conducted by Furtwangler. He grabbed 
the lot but when he tried to play them in the sergeants’ mess there 
was an outcry. A few days later a brand new, enormous, mahogany 
veneered radiogram turned up on a truck addressed to Air Commo-
dore Haddock VC with the compliments of the acting Waynflete prof 
at All Souls. We didn’t see much of Brad after that but some pretty 
horrible sounds came through his door. He also took an inordinate 
interest in the bomb. Normally armourers would handle this but Brad 
could do almost ever job associated with flying better than the ex-
perts. He could navigate better than I could, bomb-aim better than 
the best, and out-gun the best gunners. He could strip down a Merlin 
and re-assemble it blindfold; when mechanics got stuck they came 
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and asked Brad. So it was no surprise to learn that Brad was person-
ally preparing the bomb in a cordoned off area of the munitions 
dump. After about a month of intensive preparations which seem to 
include endless recitals and a lot of reading we were ready. 
 
Will Brad turn Nazi after all that Wagner and Hegel? How will Hei-
degger avoid being blasted to smithereens? Will Freddie Ayer have 
to parachute into Paris to sort out the boss-eyed git JP Sartre? Find 
out in the next Crazy Oik. 
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Nietzsche’s Birthday – Ken Clay 140pp ISBN 978-1-4092-9536-5 

 
When the title story appeared in Voices in 1977 people 
wrote in saying it was disgusting. Ken wondered 
whether to write back saying that was exactly how 
blokes in workshops spoke – but then decide he 
couldn’t be arsed. This story probably ruined his 
chances of writing for the parish magazine. Maybe the 
Communist Party of Great Britain thought it was li-
belled too but it collapsed before a complaint could be 
lodged. 
Feminists will also find Ken’s difficulties with girls 
hard to read – as will women of a nervous disposition. 
Well, lets not put too fine a point on it -if you are mid-
dle class, a woman or a prude best give this one a miss 

 
The Dogs of War – Bob Wild  - 260pp  ISBN 978-1445219813 

 
 Bob Wild was born in the 30s in Prestwich Man-
chester. He became a printer who later went to Uni-
versity where he took a doctorate in Sociology. 
Back in printing he became Acting Head of the 
Printing Department at the Metropolitan University. 
He taught sociology at the Open University. He 
finished his National Service as a sergeant in the 
RAMC. This gave him an encyclopaedic knowledge 
of body parts. Bob’s extraordinary powers of recall 
vivify these tales of oik life in the years of dearth. 
Many readers compare him to Proust. Putting down 
a story they usually say, with a sigh, “Well it’s not 
Proust is it?” But if Bob had been born in Paris sixty 

years earlier and had a rich dad and cultivated Jewish mother (rather than the 
impoverished inadequates described here) and been ten times more intelligent he 
might well have written a la recherche du temps perdu. He wasn’t and he didn’t 
but this is a close as you get in Prestwich. The style is classic oik-anecdotal and 
has some of the mannerisms of the great French master; the narrative suspended 
as we stand entranced before a butterfly or a bottle of Bovril, the catalogue of 
working class grotesques, the struggle for mother’s affection, the gastronomic 
delights of the fish and chip shop. Just as Proust’s great novel revealed treasures 
of cultivated sophistication to a country of philistines so Bob’s account shows 
modern readers a society as odd and barbaric as that of the Ituri pygmies. Rec-
ommended (by Bob) 
 
Available directly from Amazon 
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The Human Circus – Tom Kilcourse  277pp ISBN 978-1-4092-9382-8 

Forty great stories in which Tom, now retired to 
Jumieges in the Seine Valley, recalls the funny and 
sometimes sad events of his time in Manchester - 
down the pit, on the buses and in the streets and pubs 
of the North West. These range from autobiographi-
cal episodes, bizarre speculations on science and 
philosophy to satirical observations on the rural nou-
veaux riches in the backwater of Bogsville which, in 
the best traditions of the English caste system, di-
vides into Lower Bogsville and Bogsville-up-
Market. 
Five of these stories have appeared in the first three 
issues of The Crazy Oik.  
Available directly from Amazon 

 
 
VOICES 1972 – 1984 
THE MANCHESTER BASED MAGAZINE 
OF WORKING CLASS WRITING 
Edited by Ben Ainley & Rick Gwilt 
Voices, the Manchester based magazine of working 
class writing, ran for 31 issues between 1972 and 
1984. It included such talents as Jimmy McGovern, 
John Cooper Clark, Tony Marchant, Jim Arnison and 
Ken Worpole. This reprint contains the complete text 
and graphics of the entire set in 5 volumes – Vol 1 
issues 1-6, Vol 2 issues 7-13, Vol 3 issues 14-19, Vol 
4 issues 20-25, Vol 5 issues 26-31 (available sepa-
rately) see website www.mancvoices.co.uk  
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  A Definition From The Oxford English Dictionary 
 
oick, oik (oik). slang. 
[Etym. obscure.] 
Depreciatory schoolboy word for a member of another school; an unpopular or 
disliked fellow-pupil. Also gen., an obnoxious or unpleasant person; in weak-
ened senses, a ‘nit-wit', a ‘clot'. Hence 
oikish a., unpleasant, crude; 
oickman (see quot. 1925). 
1925 Dict. Bootham Slang, Hoick,_spit. Oick,_to spit; abbreviated form of 
‘oickman'. Oickman,_labourer, shopkeeper, etc.; also a disparaging term. 
1933 A. G. Macdonell England, their England vi. 95 Those privately educated 
oicks are a pretty grisly set of oicks. Grocers' sons and oicks and what not. 
1935 _N. Blake' Question of Proof x. 189 Smithers is such an oick. 
1940 M. Marples Public School Slang 31 Oik, hoik: very widely used and of 
some age; at Cheltenham (1897) it meant simply a working man, but at Christ's 
Hospital (1885) it implied someone who spoke Cockney, and at Bootham (1925) 
someone who spoke with a Yorkshire accent. 
1940 M. Dickens Mariana iv. 109 The old Oik mentioned it over a couple of 
whiskeys. 
1946 G. Hackforth-Jones Sixteen Bells 260 Come to think of it he must have 
been a bit of an oik when he worked at Bullingham & Messer. That crack about 
long hair was well merited. 
1957 F. King Widow i. v. 63 He and Cooper had fought a battle with three ‘oiks' 
- this was apparently school slang for the boys of the town. 
1958 B. Goolden Ships of Youth vii. 162, I only need my cap on back to front to 
look the complete oick. 
1959 W. Camp Ruling Passion xvi. 126 Who's that incredibly uncouth and 
oikish man? 
1966 _K. Nicholson' Hook, Line & Sinker viii. 95 So glad you got here before 
the oicks. 
1968 Melody Maker 30 Nov. 24/5 Old Stinks from the third stream said: ‘I say 
you oik, the Beach Boys latest is fab gear.' 
1975 Listener 16 Jan. 83/1 The rigmarole about the flat was patent set-dressing, 
just to impress us oiks. 
1975 Times 7 Aug. 7/7 His [sc. Oswald Mosley's] angels, a gang of gullible and 
bloodthirsty oiks would come pretty far down the roster of hell's legions. 
2009 The Crazy Oik Issue 1 Spring 2009 Crafty oiks, like Lord Sillitoe, learn to 
jump through the Ministry’s hoops but there’s also the crazy oik who just feels 
the urge to write. He doesn’t sign up for Professor Amis’s writing course at 
Manchester University (and he probably wouldn’t get in if he tried) but he just 
has to get that stuff on the page even if it finishes up in a shoebox in the ward-
robe. 
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The Crazy Oik is available from 10 Albert Rd, Grappenhall, War-
rington WA4 2PG or from our South Manchester representative Bob 
Wild at 6 Rushford Ave Levenshulme Manchester (yes – he lodges 
with Ron and Enid Horsefield).  
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